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Biomass gasification is a widely used thermochemical process for obtaining products with more value and potential applications than the raw material itself. Cutting-edge, innovative and economical gasification techniques with high efficiencies are a prerequisite for the development of this technology. This paper delivers an assessment on the fundamentals such as feedstock types, the impact of different operating parameters, tar formation and cracking, and modelling approaches for biomass gasification. Furthermore, the authors comparatively discuss various conventional mechanisms for gasification as well as recent advances in biomass gasification. Unique gasifiers along with multi-generation strategies are discussed as a means to promote this technology into alternative applications, which require higher flexibility and greater efficiency. A strategy to improve the feasibility and sustainability of biomass gasification is via technological advancement and the minimization of socio-environmental effects. This paper sheds light on diverse areas of biomass gasification as a potentially sustainable and environmentally friendly technology.

1. Introduction

Alterations to the climate due to temperature rise caused by the greenhouse effect pose a risk to humanity, and other species. Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from anthropogenic activities such as the burning of fossil fuels for power generation are major contributors to climate change. This necessitates a switch from conventional to renewable power sources, for example, solar, photovoltaic (PV), wind, biomass and hydroelectric generation.

Biomass utilization has an advantage over other renewable sources as it is less dependent on location and climate and biomass is easily storable and transportable. In addition, it is abundantly available, currently provides more than 10% of the global energy supply, and ranks among the top four energy sources in terms of world final energy consumption in 2011.1-3

Rural areas in underdeveloped nations are dependent upon biomass for essential activities such as cooking and heating. India has substantial coal reserves of around 223 billion tonnes, but these are concentrated in specific locations (central and eastern India) unlike biomass, which is evenly and extensively spread over the whole nation.4,5 Furthermore, waste biomass is often more readily available and can be equally as useful as a low-cost fuel. This makes it viable and promising as an energy source. Developed countries are also focusing on biomass as a sustainable energy option since it is abundant and has a lower environmental impact compared to fossil fuels.

An interesting account of global gasification history can be found in the National Energy Technology Laboratory, USA database and investigation performed by Rajvanshi.6-7 The earliest research on gasification was done by Thomas Shirley in 1659.
His investigation led to the production of carbureted hydrogen, presently known as methane. In 1739, Dean Clayton moved a step forward and distilled coal in a closed vessel. The earliest patents in gasification were acquired by Robert Gardner and John Barber in the years 1788 and 1791 respectively. Robert Gardner investigated the usage of waste thermal energy of furnaces to generate steam by burning the products in a boiler. John Barber’s patent was about the usage of producer gas to...
run an internal combustion (IC) engine. However, the first confirmed application of producer gas from coal was reported in 1792 when William Murdoch produced gas from coal to light his residence. The 19th century saw the exploitation of the water–gas shift reaction in 1801 by Fourcroy, and installation of the first successful gasifier unit, the Siemens gasifier, in 1861. The 20th century witnessed groundbreaking development. Fully continuous gasification using cryogenic separation of air was contrived by Carl Linde in 1920. This was followed by the development of the fluidized bed gasifier (FBG) in 1926 and the pressured moving bed process in 1931. These were stepping stones in the biomass gasification (BG) arena, which led to the establishment of the first commercial gasification plant in the US in December 1999. This was a coal gasification plant known as the Wabash River Coal Gasification Project.8 Post 2001, biomass gasification has increasingly come under the spotlight, on account of rising oil prices and concerns over climate change. This led to the expansion of more advanced biomass gasification projects around the world.9–12

Biomass gasification has a high potential for application in waste processing compared to other existing techniques such as land-fill, incineration, etc., because it can accept a wide variety of inputs and multiple useful products can be produced. Biomass gasification is an intricate process involving drying the feedstock followed by pyrolysis, partial combustion of intermediates, and finally gasification of the resulting products. It is performed in the presence of a gasifying media which can be air, oxygen (O2), steam (H2O) or carbon dioxide (CO2), inside a reactor called a gasifier. The calorific value of the product gas is dependent on the gasifying agent. The product gas from air gasification gives a heating value of around 4–7 MJ Nm−3 whereas when gasifying utilizing pure O2, the heating value can be as much as 12–28 MJ Nm−3.13 Biomass gasification reduces the carbon-to-hydrogen [C(H)] mass ratio resulting in increased calorific content of the product on account of enhanced H2 fraction.14 The gasifying medium also plays a vital role of converting solid char and heavy hydrocarbons (HC) to low-molecular-weight gases such as carbon monoxide (CO) and H2. The quality and properties of the product are dependent on the feedstock material, gasifying agent, feedstock dimensions, temperature and pressure inside the reactor, design of reactor and the presence of catalyst and sorbent.15

There are many useful products from the gasification of biomass, which include: syngas, heat, power, bio-fuels, fertilizer and bio-char. Syngas can be further processed by means of the Fischer–Tropsch process into methanol, dimethyl ether and other chemical feedstocks. Generally, biomass feedstocks are classified into four main groups: woody biomass, herbaceous biomass, marine biomass and manures.16 The gasifier is usually designed to generate a given product; however, the feedstock material is an important parameter to specify and optimize where possible.

Tar formation during biomass gasification is a serious problem. Tar is a thick and viscous liquid containing heavy aromatic hydrocarbons and often a high content of heavy metals.17 It has the potential to cause operational issues through downstream blockage and quality degradation of product gas. Furthermore, tars are never the desired product and thus the efficiency of production is reduced. Tar can be reduced by thermal cracking, steam reforming, dry reforming, carbon formation and partial oxidation as presented in reactions (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5), respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{p}C_nH_m & \Leftrightarrow qC_{m-n}H_p + rH_2 \quad (1) \\
C_nH_x + mH_2O & \Leftrightarrow nCO + (m + x/2)H_2 \quad (2) \\
C_nH_x + nCO_2 & \Leftrightarrow 2nCO + (x/2)H_2 \quad (3) \\
C_nH_x & \Leftrightarrow nC + (x/2)H_2 \quad (4) \\
C_nH_x + (n/2)O_2 & \Leftrightarrow nCO + (x/2)H_2 \quad (5)
\end{align*}
\]

In the above series of reactions, CnHx represents tar, which is the combination of numerous organic compounds, and CmHp represents a lighter HC compared to CnHx.18 The work presented here also reviews various research related to the formation, quantification, growth and minimization of tar production.

The goal of this review is to assess conventional and advanced biomass gasification technologies. In the next section we compare conventional and emerging designs to characterize the current state of the art and classify encouraging novel technologies. In Section 3, we discuss feedstocks and the effects of feedstock properties on system performance. Section 4 explains the influence of various operating parameters on the gasification process and Section 5 discusses various dimensions of tar formation, measurement and minimization. It is followed, in Section 6, by discussion of various multi-generation approaches, including potential barriers. This paper also sheds light on the various mathematical modelling techniques such as thermodynamic modelling, kinetic modelling, computational fluid dynamics (CFD), artificial neural network modelling (ANN), and their associated limitations, along with tar models. The social and environmental impact of biomass gasification (hereafter BG) is also discussed in the last section.
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2. Biomass gasification – conventional vs. emerging

Over the past decade, biomass gasification has been developed to utilize wastes and to obtain useful products such as syngas, H₂, methane (CH₄) and chemical feedstocks. These gases can additionally be produced from biomass through biochemical routes. Thermochemical pathways have an edge over the other routes, as commercialized biochemical processes currently have issues treating biomass rich in lignocellulose (importantly, new methods to valorize lignocellulosic biofuels are under development, but currently are not commercialized at full scale, e.g. the ionosolv and organosolv treatment methods). In addition, they operate in batch mode, are relatively slow and produce a dilute product stream, with large amounts of water recirculating in the processes. The thermochemical route also has the advantage of being able to accommodate a more diverse range of biomass. Moreover, it has a higher efficiency and a lower cost. One of the main limitations with this process is the small range of products.

The most commonly used gasifiers are fixed bed gasifiers (FXBG), fluidized bed gasifiers (FBG) and entrained flow gasifiers (EFG). These are shown in Fig. 1(a), (b), 2 and 3, respectively. The difference between updraft and downdraft is shown in Fig. 1(c). Briefly, a fixed-bed gasifier can be either updraft (fuel enters from the top, gasifying agent from the bottom) or downdraft (both fuel and gasification agent enter from the top), with the fuel coming in from a lock-hopper. In updraft gasification, the char at the bottom of the bed meets the gasifying agent first, and complete combustion occurs, producing H₂O and CO₂ and raising the temperature to ~1000 °C. The hot gases percolate upwards through the bed, driving endothermic reactions with unreacted char to form H₂ and CO, with consequent cooling to ~750 °C. The gases pyrolyze the dry biomass which is descending, and also (near the top of the reactor) dry the incoming biomass. Updraft gasifiers typically produce between 10 and 20 wt% tar in the produced gas, which is far too high for many advanced applications.

The allowable tar levels depend on the downstream application. These are around 0.05 g Nm⁻³, 0.005 g Nm⁻³ and 0.001 g Nm⁻³ for gas engines, gas turbines and fuel cells, respectively. In contrast to an updraft gasifier, in a downdraft gasifier (closed top) the gas flows co-currently with the fuel. A “throated” gasifier has a restriction part-way down the gasifier where air or O₂ is added, and where the temperature rises to 1200–1400 °C, and the fuel feedstock is either burned or pyrolyzes. The combustion gases then pass down over the hot char at the bottom of the bed, where they are reduced to H₂ and CO. The high temperature within the throat ensures that the tars formed during pyrolysis are significantly cracked (homogeneous cracking), with further cracking occurring as the gas meets the hot char on the way out of the bed (heterogeneous cracking), leading to a less tarry off-gas. Some disadvantages of a throated gasifier are:

- The constriction at the throat affects the types of biomass that can be successfully gasified.
- A low moisture content is required (< 25 wt%).
- Ash and dust are significantly present in the exhaust.
- Tar can still be up to 5 g Nm⁻³, needing further clean-up.

Another interesting and efficient design for fixed bed was devised by the scientists of the Indian Institute of Science. This open top fixed bed reactor has been found to be more efficient and reliable especially with high moisture content feedstock and produces a high quality gas with low tar content.
The gasifier consists of a vertical tube with an open top and water seal at the bottom, as depicted in Fig. 1(b). The top third of the reactor is made of stainless steel, with an annular jacket around it. The remaining lower part is made of ceramic material to avoid high-temperature corrosion (>600 °C) caused by the different gases prevailing at that point in the gasifier. The hot combustible gases produced are taken to the upper annulus of the gasifier via a grate and an insulated pipe. These gases transfer the heat to the feedstock, aid in drying and enhance the thermal efficiency of the process. A re-circulating duct connects the upper annular part of the gasifier to the lower part and is insulated with alumino-silicate blankets. Constant homogeneous air flow through the bed resulting in a final fuel-rich state enhances the gasifier performance. Furthermore, a superior quality syngas with lower tar content is obtained on account of gas movement through a deep hot bed of charcoal.27 Currently, there are more than 40 combined heat and power (CHP) plants based on this design operating worldwide.24

Fluidized bed gasifiers come in three basic types:

- Bubbling fluidized bed (BFB): here, the biomass is fed from the side, and/or below the bottom of the bed, and the gasifying agent's velocity is controlled so that it is just greater than the minimum fluidization velocity of the bed material. The product gas exits from the top of the gasifier and ash is either removed from the bottom or from the product gas using a cyclone.
Circulating fluidized bed (CFB) systems use two integrated units. In the first unit (the riser) the bed material is kept fluidized by the gasifying agent, with a higher velocity than that found in a BFB. This allows the bed material to be fluidized to a greater extent than in the BFB and the overall residence time is higher, due to the circulation, which is effected by passing the product gas and entrained bed material through a cyclone which separates the product gas from the bed material which is recirculated back to the riser.

Dual fluidized bed (DFB) gasifiers separate the gasification and the combustion parts of the process using two separate fluidized beds. The biomass is feed into the base of the gasifier bed, usually fluidized by steam. The second bed acts as a char combustor using air in a fast fluidized bed which heats the bed material. The bed material acts as the heat transfer medium between beds and this avoids gas transfer, allowing a nitrogen-free syngas to be produced; the bed material is separated from the combustion flue gases in a cyclone and recirculated to the gasifier.

Entrained flow gasifiers are highly efficient and useful for large-scale gasification, and are commonly employed for coal, biomass and refinery residues. Their requirement for highly pulverized fuel particles presents problems when gasifying biomass. On the other hand, gasification in these gasifiers is above 1000 °C which aids in cracking tar; they are therefore advantageous for biomass gasification, where tar is a serious issue. They are basically classified in two families:

- Top-fed gasifier: these are vertical reactors of cylindrical shape where finely refined particles of fuel and gasifying agent are fed from the top end in the form of a jet. An inverted burner results in their combustion followed by gasification. Product gas is taken out from the side of the lower section whereas slag is deposited at the bottom of the reactor.

- Side-fed gasifier: here, pulverized fuel and the gasifying agent are fed through nozzles present in the lower part of the reactor. This design results in appropriate mixing of fuel and oxygen. The product gas is collected from the top and the slag from the bottom of the vessel.

Other important issues that process designs need to deal with are slagging, fouling and corrosion. These issues arise out of the inorganic species present in the biomass and are, therefore, dependent to a large part on the biomass composition. Corrosion can occur from the generation of acid gases in the gasification process, which in turn have their origin in species such as sulphur and chlorine. Corrosion concerns may require temperature management (e.g., rapid cooling of the syngas while maintaining it above the acid dew points), active maintenance strategies or attention to materials of construction or coatings. Slagging and fouling are dependent on the ash content of the biomass, and the propensity for these problems is also related to the alkali metal content of the biomass, as explained in Section 3.1.

Among advanced approaches is the concept of unique gasifiers which integrate biomass gasification, a pollutant removal process, and gas conditioning within a single reactor. This reduces space requirements resulting in lower investment costs.29 An analysis of other strategies such as multistage gasification, pyrolysis and gasification at different locations, supercritical water gasification (SCWG) and plasma gasification30 are also presented in this section of the review.

2.1 Conventional approaches

Biomass gasification consists of many overlapping processes: drying, pyrolysis and partial oxidation. The feasible gasification routes are shown in Fig. 4. Pyrolysis is the process of producing solid, liquid or gaseous fuels or valuable chemicals by transforming biomass in an O2-deficient environment. The process can be categorized as mild pyrolysis, slow pyrolysis or fast pyrolysis. A very simple way of representing the gasification reaction is shown below (6):

\[
\text{Biomass } \rightarrow \text{H}_2 + \text{CO} + \text{CO}_2(l) + \text{HC}_l(l) + \text{Tar}_l(l) + \text{Char}_s(s)
\]

Fast pyrolysis is considered to be an efficient thermochemical route to transform biomass into liquid fuel, followed by partial oxidation and subsequent gasification to yield the desired products. Elevated temperatures, high heating rates and long volatile stage residence times are vital for syngas or H2 production.35 Since the liquid yield through fast pyrolysis is high, the gaseous yield is reduced. This approach does not allow the production directly of usable fuels (or feedstock for blending), but produces pyrolytic oils requiring further upgrading owing to their high acidity. Gasification is an alternative thermo-chemical route to treat biomass, which reduces these limitations. The different stages of gasification are depicted in Scheme 1.

Steam gasification is an efficient and established method for H2 production.36,37 The char and tar production is small since the steam transforms them to CO and H2 through gasification, water-gas shift and reforming reactions. Several researchers38–41 have established that the H2 yield through steam BG is three times higher than the yield from air BG. They have also reported an improvement in cost-effectiveness with higher H2 production while using steam as the medium in gasification. Aravind et al.42,43 state that gas cleaning is a vital step between gas production in the gasifier and gas utilization. The outlet gas exiting the biomass gasification system is contaminated with tar, alkali metals, particulate matter, nitrogen (N2), sulphur (S), and chlorine (Cl). Table 1 shows the issues caused by these contaminants and methods to eliminate them.

2.1.1 Applications of syngas

Syngas is one of the key products of biomass gasification and is a blend of CO and H2. Syngas is a vital source of environmentally benign fuels and chemicals. Moreover, it is a suitable fuel for the production of electricity. Employing the Fischer Tropsch (FT) process, gasoline, diesel and other chemicals can be manufactured.44 Syngas can be readily converted to methanol or DME, which in turn can be transformed to gasoline in the presence of zeolites, or methyl tertiary butyl ethylene (MTBE) in the presence of isobutylene. Hydrogen is produced from syngas, employing the water gas shift reaction, which has numerous applications including in fuel cells. SNG (synthetic natural gas, CH4) is also one of the significant uses of syngas. Synthesis gas has also
found applications in producing medium-BTU gas which is used as turbine fuel and in integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC).\textsuperscript{15}

Contaminants such as particulates, tars, nitrogenous compounds such as NH\textsubscript{3} and HCN, sulphur-containing inorganic compounds such as H\textsubscript{2}S, COS and CS\textsubscript{2}, halogens such as HCl and Cl, and traces of metals such as Na and K are present in varying quantities in syngas produced from gasification. As compared to other contaminants, tar is present in huge quantities per unit wt of feedstock.\textsuperscript{16} The type of biomass, operational conditions and the gasifier type are the variables which determine tar concentrations. These contaminants in
Syngas pose numerous technical and working problems. For example, H₂S is responsible for equipment corrosion, tar causes fouling and catalyst deactivation occurs due to tar, H₂S, NH₃, HCl and trace metals.⁴⁷⁻⁴⁹ The maximum permissible limits of contaminants, for various applications, present in syngas from biomass gasification are depicted in Table 2.

### 2.2 Emerging approaches

Currently, in biomass gasification plants, clean gas is produced at ambient temperature after filtration and scrubbing, limiting its applications. The reduction in gas temperature owing to cleaning followed by conditioning reduces the overall profitability of the plant (although the syngas cooling step generates high-quality steam which can be of use elsewhere in the process or exported depending on the setup). Moreover, if the tar separation is not very effective, the gas quality and yield will suffer, making it unfit for applications where high levels of purity are essential. Therefore, gas conditioning preceding by clean-up at elevated temperatures (i.e., “hot gas cleanup”, HGCU) is necessary, to ensure high efficiency in industrial applications, especially in the case of steam gasification. An example is NETL’s sorbent-based cleanup process.⁵⁰ Progress in catalysts, sorbents and filtration techniques operating at high temperatures have paved a way to integrate gasification and gas clean-up in one reactor. Unique gasification technology investigated by research and development (R&D) establishments and industries in Europe and the US has made it possible to have clean-up at elevated temperatures (i.e., “hot gas cleanup”, HGCU) is necessary, to ensure high efficiency in industrial applications, especially in the case of steam gasification. An example is NETL’s sorbent-based cleanup process.⁵⁰ Progress in catalysts, sorbents and filtration techniques operating at high temperatures have paved a way to integrate gasification and gas clean-up in one reactor. Unique gasification technology investigated by research and development (R&D) establishments and industries in Europe and the US has made it possible to have

#### 2.2.1 Combination of gasification and gas clean-up in one reactor

The unique strategy to unite biomass gasification with product gas clean-up followed by conditioning has been thoroughly examined by joint R&D projects and also through industrial testing campaigns and a more detailed analysis of this technology and its early history can be found in the two volume series on Plasma assisted combustion edited by Matveev.⁵¹,⁵² In chapter 7, of volume 2 of the two books, Hrabovsky, explores the use of plasma gasification for organic waste and biomass. In particular, the technology is recommended if high quality and high syngas heating values are required. Particle and tar removal is done by employing catalytic filter elements in the freeboard of the FBG as shown in Fig. 5. The entire arrangement for gas conditioning is incorporated inside the gasifier to simplify the design, making it more compact, along with reduction in thermal losses and plant space. As there is no cooling step, thermal efficiency is retained, with no particle capture in the outlet gas, along with enhanced catalyst and sorbent activities. Consequently, conventional primary fuel gas treatment followed by secondary curing are integrated. This minimizes catalyst clogging and loss of thermal energy.

The presence of tars is considered the most inconvenient problem to deal with, especially while operating large-scale BG systems. Traditionally, steam reforming at elevated temperatures is employed as the solution.⁵⁵,⁵⁶ A FBG with low-cost bed material which can also act as catalyst to reduce the requisite temperature for tar cracking in the presence of steam is a viable alternative.⁵⁵,⁵⁶ The catalyst not only has a strong selectivity for the desired gas product, but it also has a high resistance to attrition and carbon deposition. A detailed discussion on tar abatement is given in Section 5.3 in this paper.

A very large volume of research has been conducted using dolomite and/or olivine as the catalyst bed material for the catalytic tar cracking. Calcined dolomite (CaMg(CO₃)₂), limestone (CaCO₃) and magnesite (MgCO₃) are reported to enhance H₂ yield.⁵⁷⁻⁶¹ Rapagna et al.,¹³ Corella et al.⁶² and Devi et al.⁶³ demonstrated that dolomite shows a higher reactivity for BG towards tar reforming compared to olivine, but it is more susceptible to attrition. Nickel-based (Ni) catalysts suffer from mechanical instability, rapid deactivation in the presence of S, alkali metals and Cl, and sintering. On the other hand they allow the system to achieve higher H₂ yields.⁶⁴ Interestingly, it has been reported that when olivine was impregnated with Ni, the aforementioned issues with Ni-based catalysts were alleviated substantially.⁵⁶,⁶⁵,⁶⁶ Olivine impregnated with iron (Fe) has also been tested. The results showed different catalytic mechanisms which were dependent on the extent of integration.

### Table 1: Raw gas contaminants³³

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminant</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Removal technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>particulate</td>
<td>Ash, char</td>
<td>Erosion</td>
<td>Cyclone, filter, ESP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tar</td>
<td>Cyclic &amp; polycyclic hydrocarbon</td>
<td>Clogging, deposition</td>
<td>Physical, chemical &amp; catalytic methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkali metal</td>
<td>Sodium &amp; potassium compounds</td>
<td>Hot gas corrosion</td>
<td>Gas cooler + cyclone/ESP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel nitrogen</td>
<td>NH₃, HCN</td>
<td>NO₂</td>
<td>Scrubbing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur</td>
<td>H₂SO₄, SO₂</td>
<td>Corrosion</td>
<td>Scrubbing, activated carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorine</td>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>Corrosion, catalyst poisoning</td>
<td>Scrubbing, activated carbon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Maximum permissible limits of contaminants present in syngas for various applications²⁴

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contaminants</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Gas turbine</th>
<th>FT synthesis</th>
<th>Methanol synthesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tar (mg Nm⁻³)</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>&lt;0.1–1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur contaminants (ppmv)</td>
<td>&lt;20</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen contaminants (ppmv)</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkali (ppmv)</td>
<td>&lt;0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>na</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halides (ppmv)</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3 Features, advantages and limitations of emerging technologies in biomass gasification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy employed</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Combination of gasification and gas clean-up in one reactor                      | Integration of gasification of biomass feedstock and syngas cleaning in single reactor Execution of pyrolysis and gasification within divided zones in a gasifier, in single-controlled stages | • Robust process design  
• Cost-effective  
• High quality clean syngas generation  
• Improved process efficiency  
• Usage of distributed, low-grade biomass  
• Cost-effective transportation of char-oil slurry | More research is needed for large-scale commercial applications  
Enhanced complexity  
Gasoline and olefins production via this process is not economical |
| Multi-staged gasification concept                                                  | Integration of gasification of biomass feedstock and syngas cleaning in single reactor Execution of pyrolysis and gasification within divided zones in a gasifier, in single-controlled stages | • Robust process design  
• Cost-effective  
• High quality clean syngas generation  
• Improved process efficiency  
• Usage of distributed, low-grade biomass  
• Cost-effective transportation of char-oil slurry | More research is needed for large-scale commercial applications  
Enhanced complexity  
Gasoline and olefins production via this process is not economical |
| Integration of distributed pyrolysis plants with central gasification plant       | Production of char-oil slurry in distributed pyrolysis plants and gasification in central plant for syngas generation and biofuel synthesis | • Decomposition of any organic matter  
• Treatment of hazardous waste | High investment cost  
High power requirement  
Low efficiency  
High energy requirement  
High investment cost |
| Plasma gasification                                                               | Usage of plasma as a heat source during gasification or as a tar-cracking agent downstream | • Liquid and biomass with high moisture content are treated  
• No pre-treatment is required  
• In situ CO₂ capture  
• Enhanced H₂ production  
• Reduced tar content  
• Enhanced process efficiency | Development of advanced catalysts cum sorbents is needed |
| Super critical water gasification                                                  | Gasification is carried out in super-critical water                                                                                           | • Enhanced process efficiency  
• Generation of renewable H₂  
• Generation of renewable fuel for transportation  
• Enhanced process efficiency  
• Production of clean, carbon-neutral liquid biofuels | Only decentralized heat and power production is feasible as heat needs to be produced near the consumer  
Enhanced complexity in process design  
Not economical in the absence of a natural gas distribution system |
| Sorption enhanced reforming and biomass gasification with CO₂ capture            | Gasification of feedstock is performed in the presence of catalyst and sorbent                                                                 | • Enhanced process efficiency  
• Generation of renewable H₂  
• Generation of renewable fuel for transportation  
• Enhanced process efficiency  
• Production of clean, carbon-neutral liquid biofuels | Only decentralized heat and power production is feasible as heat needs to be produced near the consumer  
Enhanced complexity in process design  
Not economical in the absence of a natural gas distribution system |
| Co-generation of thermal energy with power                                         | Combined generation of heat and power                                                                                                         | • Enhanced process efficiency  
• Generation of renewable H₂  
• Generation of renewable fuel for transportation  
• Enhanced process efficiency  
• Production of clean, carbon-neutral liquid biofuels | Only decentralized heat and power production is feasible as heat needs to be produced near the consumer  
Enhanced complexity in process design  
Not economical in the absence of a natural gas distribution system |
| Poly-generation of heat, power and H₂                                             | Combined generation of heat, power and H₂                                                                                                      | • Enhanced process efficiency  
• Generation of renewable H₂  
• Generation of renewable fuel for transportation  
• Enhanced process efficiency  
• Production of clean, carbon-neutral liquid biofuels | Only decentralized heat and power production is feasible as heat needs to be produced near the consumer  
Enhanced complexity in process design  
Not economical in the absence of a natural gas distribution system |
| Poly-generation of SNG with heat and power                                        | Combined generation of heat, power and SNG                                                                                                      | • Enhanced process efficiency  
• Generation of renewable H₂  
• Generation of renewable fuel for transportation  
• Enhanced process efficiency  
• Production of clean, carbon-neutral liquid biofuels | Only decentralized heat and power production is feasible as heat needs to be produced near the consumer  
Enhanced complexity in process design  
Not economical in the absence of a natural gas distribution system |
| FT process coupled with gasifier                                                   | Syngas generated via gasification is utilized for FT-fuels synthesis                                                                           | • Enhanced process efficiency  
• Generation of renewable H₂  
• Generation of renewable fuel for transportation  
• Enhanced process efficiency  
• Production of clean, carbon-neutral liquid biofuels | Only decentralized heat and power production is feasible as heat needs to be produced near the consumer  
Enhanced complexity in process design  
Not economical in the absence of a natural gas distribution system |
with Fe into their corresponding crystalline structure.\textsuperscript{67} Calcination of Fe-bearing olivines has been reported to form oxides whose amount is dependent upon calcination time and temperature.\textsuperscript{67,68} Rapagna et al.\textsuperscript{11} and Virginie et al.\textsuperscript{69,70} found that when 10 wt\% Fe-olivine was utilized in a pilot gasifier instead of olivine alone, total gas yield was increased by 40\%, H\textsubscript{2} yield by 88\%, CH\textsubscript{4} was curtailed by 16\% and tar generation by 46\%, encouraging the accretion of Fe in olivine.

The research above has shown that Ni-catalysts are suitable to convert tarry fuel gas into clean syngas even if hydrogen sulphide (H\textsubscript{2}S) is present.\textsuperscript{71} In most of the cases, catalytic activity is slightly reduced; however, the residual activity remained constant even after considerable operation time and complete transformation of naphthalene, which is a key component of tar, was achieved.\textsuperscript{72,73} Ni-based catalysts have also been examined using a model gas (a mixture of benzene, naphthalene and CH\textsubscript{4}) treatment, employing a catalytic filter.\textsuperscript{71–73} High H\textsubscript{2}S concentrations are a serious risk for downstream chemical synthesis and fuel cell applications below 1000 °C.\textsuperscript{42} Ca-based sorbents have a high affinity for H\textsubscript{2}S at elevated temperatures. The sulphidation of calcined and non-calcined CaCO\textsubscript{3} was examined extensively by Hu et al.\textsuperscript{74,75} Elseviers et al.\textsuperscript{76} carried out extensive experimental work in real life settings for H\textsubscript{2}S removal, and with simulated coal gas.\textsuperscript{76–78} They concluded that fuel gas composition does not influence the desulphurization performance of the sorbents.

Various studies have been conducted to assess the influence of sorbents on H\textsubscript{2}S, hydrochloric acid (HCl) and other elements such as alkali and heavy metals, in a new concept called the Unique gasifier as shown in Fig. 5.\textsuperscript{3} Stemmler et al.\textsuperscript{79} investigated the effects of varying the inlet feedstock and gasifier temperatures using thermodynamic models applying Gibbs free energy minimization on the elimination of alkali metals and toxic gases. Some experimental work was also carried out to back the theoretical findings. It was established that the contaminants are removed in downstream equipment, giving a supplementary advantage of enhanced tar reforming.\textsuperscript{3} Aluminosilicates are reported to degrade alkali species' concentrations to ppb levels, along with the elimination of Cl and zinc (Zn).\textsuperscript{80,81}

The major problem with alkali and other heavy metals is their condensation and consequent induction of fouling and corrosion. Barisano et al.\textsuperscript{82} reported the utility of aluminosilicate sorbents to eliminate alkali halides during gasification. They used a FBG operating at ambient pressure with bauxite to degrade potassium chloride and sodium chloride. Bauxite was the preferable choice as it, along with bentonite, kaolinite and naturally occurring zeolites, is abundantly available, cheap and does not have a negative environmental impact on disposal.

### 2.2.2 Integration of pyrolysis and gasification

Biomass gasification is an integration of numerous overlapping steps, which makes it impossible to control and optimize these different steps distinctly in a single-stage gasifier. The contact between volatiles and char produced during pyrolysis has an adverse effect on the gasification of char.\textsuperscript{83} Hence, char gasification in volatile-deficient environments improves the efficacy of biomass gasifiers.

An atypical gasification strategy separates pyrolysis and biomass gasification into separate stages with individual control, which are then subsequently integrated, i.e., a multistage gasification. It avoids mixing of produced volatiles and char, consequently adverse impacts on the reactivity and gasification of char are eradicated. Enhanced exit gas purity, char transformation rate and efficiency, coupled with low levels of tar formation, can be achieved when employing this strategy. Two distinct modes of operation have been applied by the Danish Technical University, Denmark, and Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany.\textsuperscript{34,85} In the first method, pyrolysis and biomass gasification are integrated in either a 2- or 3-stage process with different stages combined in a single overall unit with separated pyrolysis or biomass gasification zones or different reactors utilized in succession. In the other method, pyrolysis plants are positioned at diverse locations near sources of biomass pyrolysis. The pyrolysis products are transported to a central biomass gasification unit, thus improving the energy density of the energy vector transported, and hence the supply chain economics. Energy density is markedly enhanced when biomass is transformed to pyrolytic oils or oil – char slurry. For example, the energy densities of straw and woodchips is 2 GJ m\textsuperscript{−3} and 8 GJ m\textsuperscript{−3}, respectively while in pyro-oil and char-oil slurry, the density increases to 30 GJ m\textsuperscript{−3} and 26 GJ m\textsuperscript{−3}.\textsuperscript{86} This concept is described in the following section – Integration of distributed pyrolysis plants with central gasification plant.

**Multi-staged gasification concept.** Pyrolysis and gasification are executed within divided zones inside a gasifier. This enables biomass conversion into usable products to take place under optimized operational settings for each individual step. The main motive behind this concept is to obtain a high-quality clean syngas with a low tar content. Moreover, improved efficiency and larger throughput have resulted utilizing this multi-zoned reactor setup.\textsuperscript{3}
Some examples of this split reactor operation include the 75 kW th Viking gasifier installed at the Danish Technical University; the FLETGAS process developed at the University of Sevilla, Spain; and a low-temperature circulating fluidized bed (LT-CFB) by DONG Energy Company in Denmark.\cite{83,84,87} As shown in the Fig. 6, the Viking gasifier is a 2-stage unit with a screw pyrolysis reactor followed by a downdraft gasifier. Material exiting the pyrolysis reactor is mixed with air to partly oxidize it before it enters the biomass gasification reactor. This degrades the tar content in the product gas to less than 15 mg m\(^{-3}\) (s.t.p.). Exit gases from the gasifier contain around 32% H\(_2\) and 16% CO with traces (2%) of CH\(_4\) with an upper calorific content of gas of 6.6 MJ Nm\(^{-3}\).\cite{84,88} This gasifier is presently working at 200 kW e and will soon be up-scaled to 500 kW e.\cite{89}

The FLETGAS process is a 3-stage gasification system. Devolatization in a FBG takes place with low transformation of tar and char between 700 °C and 750 °C, in the first stage, with high production of reactive tar. The reactive tar is then reformed with steam in the second stage at 1200 °C. Char generated in the first step undergoes gasification in a downdraft gasifier, which in turn forms the third stage. Char formed in the primary step is directly conveyed to the third stage via solid transport in a sealed system and gas coming from the second step passes into the bed of char, which also serves as catalyst for further tar reduction.\cite{83,90}

Researchers have performed modelling work to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of multi-staged reactors over single-stage reactors. A noteworthy decline in the tar concentration to 10 mg Nm\(^{-3}\), coupled with char conversion of 98% and an overall excellent gasification efficiency of 81% has been simulated, prompting further investment and investigation. The higher heating value of the product was found to be 6.4 MJ Nm\(^{-3}\).\cite{87} This procedure is under development at pilot scale with continued experimental work to improve the process.\cite{91,92} The main limitation is the intricate reactor setup which may limit its scale-up possibilities.

The LT-CFB gasifier has two inter-connected stages with a circulating fluidized bed pyrolysis reactor operating at around 650 °C in the first stage and a bubbling FBG operating at 730 °C in the second stage for the gasification of char. This is shown in Fig. 7. A high residence time in this gasification strategy reduces the temperature required for char gasification. Sand and ash are used as the heat transfer medium, which takes the thermal energy from the lowest part of the gasifier to the pyrolysis reactor. Moreover, vaporized char in the form of gas is also redirected to the pyrolysis reactor. Char and sand are separated from the gas with the aid of the cyclone installed between the two reactors.

The process has already been tested in 100 kW th and 500 kW th units and a demonstration plant has been installed by DONG Company at 6 MW th capacity, where the produced gas is co-fired with coal. This process was developed for challenging feedstocks such as pig manure, straw, sewage sludge, organic wastes, etc.\cite{3} The maximum calorific content of the exit gas employing pig manure as fuel, was reported as 7 MJ Nm\(^{-3}\) with a composition of 3.5% H\(_2\), 16.3% CO, 4.3% CH\(_4\) and 59% N\(_2\). Thomsen et al.\cite{93} found that low process temperatures are responsible for retention of alkalines in ash; however, the output gas contains high tar concentrations (> 4.8 g m\(^{-3}\)), making it less likely to be usable in most applications, without a cleaning step. This process has been found to be robust, cost effective and has low maintenance. It can be seen from the aforementioned multi-stage processes that higher char transformation and gasification efficiencies are achieved vis-à-vis single-stage biomass gasification, with an exception of the entrained flow gasifier, which is single-staged but has high oxygen requirements and limited biomass feedstock fraction allowed, as major limitations. However, the multi-stage process is significantly more complex and requires high capital investment.

Integration of distributed pyrolysis plants with central gasification plant. The strategy to employ pyrolysis and gasification at different locations was developed in Germany as the Bioliq
concept. Here, biomass is treated in several pyrolysis plants in different locations and then the char-oil slurry produced is transported to the centralized BG unit, for gasification and bio-fuel synthesis. The main advantage of this strategy is its ability to use distributed, low-grade ligno-cellulosic biomass coupled with the cost-effective transportation of char-oil slurry instead of the biomass itself. Biomass with an energy density of about 2 GJ m$^{-3}$ is upgraded to an oil-char slurry which has an energy density of about 25 GJ m$^{-3}$, which is equivalent to coal and easier to transport in tankers, for example. This enhancement in energy density is stated to make this process highly economical. A flow diagram depicting the Bioliq concept is presented in Fig. 8.

A demonstration plant has been constructed in Germany employing 4 process steps: production of an oil-char slurry through pyrolysis at different locations, gasification of the slurry, clean-up of product gas and production of biofuel. Fast pyrolysis at 500 $^\circ$C was selected for feedstock preparation for BG owing to its short reaction time and high yield. The slurry is then gasified with oxygen as the gasifying medium to produce 5 MW$_{th}$ in an EFG operating at 1200 $^\circ$C with two pressure stages of 40 and 80 bar. This type of slurry gasification is quite novel and has been associated with the experimental investigations of the char-oil slurry coupled with the modeling of the slurry. Ceramic hot gas filters are installed to clean up impurities of the syngas such as alkalis, chloride, furfurals, phenols and sulphur at 800 $^\circ$C. This is different from the conventional vertical hanging filters in a tube sheet in terms of design and position. The horizontal design imparts compactness along with a reduced vessel size. Chlorides and sulphurous gas components are removed by sorbents such as CaO and ZnO. Tar is subsequently cracked in the presence of catalysts. Areas for research include the changes in the properties of char-oil slurry due to stand-time, and its effect on gasification. Bio-oil derived from pyrolysis of biomass is a mix of furfurals, phenols with fractions of aldehydes, ketones, esters and ethers, and varying percentages of O$_2$ and H$_2$O, where O$_2$ makes up 35% to 40% and H$_2$O is 15% to 30%. Moreover, char-oil slurry from numerous locations is most likely to have varying composition, thus the need to test for stable atomization and uniform gasification for these slurries arises.

### 2.3 Special gasification techniques

Several special processes have been developed to convert different types of biomass into usable gas and/or heat and electricity.

#### 2.3.1 Plasma gasification for toxic organic waste

Plasma is one of the fundamental states of matter and can be generated either by heating a gas or by exposing it to a strong...
electromagnetic (EM) field. There are two types of plasma – thermal plasma and cold plasma. Thermal plasma is created at ambient pressure while cold plasma is produced in a vacuum. Thermal plasma is generally produced with gases such as argon (Ar), N₂, H₂, H₂O vapor or a gas mixture at a temperature of around 4700 °C or higher. In plasma gasification, AC or DC arc plasma torch generators are used.¹⁰²

Plasma is used in two different ways in the gasification process: (1) plasma is used as a heat source during gasification; (2) plasma is used for tar cracking after standard gasification. Primarily, plasma gasification is employed for the decomposition of toxic organic wastes, along with rubber and plastics, although the first reason and currently the main application for plasma gasification is the treatment of hazardous biomass waste. However, the technology has also gained interest for syngas production and electricity generation in recent years as the costs have entered into a commercially competitive range. A plasma gasification plant at Utashinai, Japan has been operating since 2002 and as of 2014, gasifies 268 tonnes of municipal solid waste per day and thus produces 7.9 MW h electricity.¹⁰²

Fig. 9 shows a plasma gasifier where the reactor chamber is connected to a non-transferred DC arc plasma torch generator.¹⁰¹ Due to the very high temperatures produced it can be employed for toxic wastes, rubber and plastic treatment. Energy is simultaneously produced from the BG as mentioned above for the Japanese plasma gasification unit at Utashinai. Though this concept was originally designed for municipal and other waste treatment, it was later extended for high-quality syngas generation. At elevated temperature, gasification of feedstock occurs in milliseconds.¹⁰⁴

The main purported benefits of this process are syngas yield with high H₂ and CO content, improved heat content, low CO₂ yield and low tar content.¹⁰⁵,¹⁰⁶ The process is employed for wet biomasses such as sewage sludge which are otherwise difficult to gasify, and minor effect of particle dimension and structure of feedstock is noted. Major limitations are high construction and maintenance costs because of the high electricity consumption to generate plasma, resulting in low overall efficiency. For instance, a base case scenario with a 680 tonne per day waste gasification plant which would be appropriate for a small town or regional facility, would cost an estimated £97 million to construct, which is almost three times the cost of other waste treatment facilities (e.g. incineration).

Rutberg et al.,¹⁰⁷ Shie et al.¹⁰⁸ and Tang et al.¹⁰⁹ have investigated the plasma biomass gasification technique in detail. Plasma gasification of wood for combined heat and power was investigated by Rutberg et al.¹⁰⁷ They used alternating current air plasma with an input power of 2.2–3.3 MJ kg⁻¹ and produced syngas with a calorific content of 13.8–14.3 MJ kg⁻¹. It was proved by their calculations that there is a potential to achieve 46% net electric energy conversion.

Four different biomass feedstocks – wood sawdust, wood pellets, waste plastic and oil from pyrolysis of waste tires were studied by Hlina et al.¹¹¹ in a DC electric arc plasma, with 100 kW torch input power. A small quantity of argon with H₂O vapor was used as the plasma gas with CO₂ or H₂O vapor as oxidizing medium. High-quality syngas comprising 90 vol% H₂ and CO was reported for all four kinds of feedstock. Despite having high heat content of exit gases recorded for all data sets, the process efficiency is low due to the high electricity input, which is largely the limiting factor for this technology.

Janajreh et al.¹¹² conducted non-stoichiometric chemical thermodynamic modelling for diverse biomass and compared conventional air biomass gasification with DC arc plasma gasification. Plasma gasification efficiency was stated to be 42% as compared to 72% for air gasification, on account of high energy consumption for plasma generation. Some researchers worked to decrease the high energy and investment requirements for DC arc plasma by employing microwave plasma, for carbonaceous biomass feedstocks.¹¹³–¹¹⁶ These investigations were performed at the lab scale ranging from 1–5 kW. Yoon et al.¹¹⁷ examined biomass gasification of glycerol from biodiesel production using a microwave plasma, and obtained an H₂-rich syngas (57% H₂, 35% CO), without any O₂ feed, with a carbon conversion efficiency of 80%. Feeding O₂ decreased the H₂ yield and the calorific content of the gas, with an increase in CO₂ content and carbon conversion. Almost the same findings were presented for coal and charcoal gasification.¹¹³ Plasma gasification has also seen some setbacks as a technology. One of the most recent was due to the City of Ottawa’s decision to terminate its relationship with Plasco in February 2015, in spite of the company raising over $300 million since 2005.¹¹⁸ It was unable to meet its commitment to successfully operate a 150,000 tons per annum plasma arc gasification unit. Currently, the gasification council website notes that there are functioning plasma gasifiers operating in Japan, Canada and India. Currently, Westinghouse Plasma Corporation also lists commercial operating facilities in all three countries, with a new 2000 tonnes/d MSW plant in commissioning in

**Fig. 9** Schematic of plasma gasifier.¹⁰⁵
Tee Valley, UK and when built this will be the largest plasma gasifier unit in the world.116

Currently, no commercial-scale H2 production plant has been reported employing plasma biomass gasification. Significant research is required to decrease energy input and thereby enhance efficiency.

2.3.2 Supercritical water gasification (SCWG) for wet biomass. Water above its critical point (T = 374.12 °C and P = 221.2 bar) is termed as supercritical. Under these settings, the liquid and gas phases do not exist and supercritical water shows distinctive reactivity and solvency characteristics. Solubilities of organic materials and gases which are normally insoluble, are enhanced, with a decrease in solubility for inorganics. The properties of supercritical water lie between those of the liquid and gaseous phases. This unique property was found by MIT scientists in the mid-1970s and research on SCWG was initiated then. In the last decade, several developments were made and papers which examined both fundamentals and potential reactions along with the potential technical issues were published.117–119

SCWG has been applied to wet biomass without the need for pre-drying, which is a major advantage over other more conventional gasification techniques. Numerous investigations on diverse feedstocks such as agricultural wastes, leather wastes, switch grass, sewage sludge, algae, manure and black liquor have been performed.122–127 Employing SCWG, even liquid biomass such as olive mill water can be utilized with the production of low-tar H2 gas.124 A simplified schematic of a SCWG setup is shown in Fig. 10.

Product gas from SCWG mainly comprises H2, CO2, CH4 and CO. The CO yield is comparatively low as CO transforms into CO2 through the water-gas-shift reaction.127 Tar and coke formation are curtailed by rapid dissolution of product gas components in supercritical H2O.121 Guo et al.121 and Feng et al.128 found that above 600 °C, H2 is the dominant component of the produced gas, since H2O is a strong oxidant which reacts with carbon to release H2 and CO, whereas CH4 is the main component below 450 °C. Heating of H2O to the reaction temperature necessitates a great amount of energy input. However, employing appropriate catalysts can lower the reaction temperature. This reduces the operational and equipment cost and increases conversion efficiency and H2 production. This is depicted in Fig. 11. This graph shows different gas yields vs. temperature. It reflects that H2 production enhances exponentially after 600 °C while CO increases from 500 to 660 °C and then decreases. CH4 decreases to 540 °C and then remains almost constant even when temperature is increased.

A number of catalysts, such as Ni and Ru, activated carbon, Pt-based catalysts, and alkali metal-based materials such as Na2(CO3)(HCO3)2H2O (trona), KOH, NaOH, K2CO have been tested.121,129,130 Other investigators have also studied the energy efficiency of SCWG. Biomass gasification of vinasse (a byproduct of the sugar industry) in supercritical H2O was modelled by Marias et al.131 They found a maximum efficiency of 87% at 600 °C. Lu et al.132 explained thermal losses during heat transfer at the heat exchanger, cooler, pre-heater and reactor, and demonstrated that these were responsible for the decrease in efficiency. Efficient heat exchangers may not be necessary if traces of O2 are allowed, which have been stated would make the process self-sustainable energetically at the expense of a very small loss of exit gas heating value.133

Wet biomass treatment without pre-drying, liquid biomass treatment such as olive mill waste water, high H2 yield, high gasification efficiency and low tar formation are the main benefits of SCWG.124 Major limitations include requirements of high-pressure and high-temperature-resistant and rust-resistant materials, consequently increasing the investment costs, and high energy requirements. SCWG has been significantly improved since its initial conception and presents an interesting and possibly feasible technology especially for wet biomass but large-scale or commercial gasification requires further research.

2.3.3 Sorption-enhanced reforming (SER) and biomass gasification with CO2 capture. In steam reforming of biomass, separation of H2 from a product gas containing CO2 and tar incurs large cost penalties. Therefore, a solution where the CO2 and tar produced during steam reforming are simultaneously captured has significant potential to make the process more cost-effective.134,135 The primary method employs catalysts.
inside the gasifier while the secondary method uses them downstream.\textsuperscript{136,137} Although the secondary method is more effective, the primary method has gained more attention on account of avoiding intricate downstream clean-up.\textsuperscript{138}

Calcium oxide (CaO) is now an almost established catalyst to yield H\textsubscript{2}-rich product gas\textsuperscript{39,139–142} because of its cost effectiveness and abundance,\textsuperscript{134,136,143} it has gained much attention. It acts not only as a sorbent but also as a tar cracker and heat carrier in FBG.\textsuperscript{136} Removal of CO\textsubscript{2} during the BG process shifts the equilibrium of the product gas. This enhances the H\textsubscript{2} yield.\textsuperscript{143} In the same manner, tar cracking increases the exit gas quantity, leading to high H\textsubscript{2} yield and conversion efficiency.\textsuperscript{144,145} Therefore, in situ CO\textsubscript{2} capture with CaO during the steam reforming of biomass for H\textsubscript{2}-rich gas production is highly attractive and promising.\textsuperscript{146–151}

Since CaO captures CO\textsubscript{2} according to the carbonation reaction (7), it will lead to a reduction in the partial pressure of CO\textsubscript{2} under gasification conditions. This reduction in CO\textsubscript{2} partial pressure drives the water–gas-shift reaction (8) forward in accordance with Le Châtelier’s principle. This leads to an increased yield of H\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{147} Later CaO is recovered by calcination (9). The efficacy of the reaction is a subset of other parameters also, such as steam-to-biomass ratio (S/B), temperature, pressure, and the amount of CaO.

\begin{align*}
\text{CaO} + \text{CO}_2 &\rightarrow \text{CaCO}_3 \quad (7) \\
\text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} &\rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 \quad (8) \\
\text{CaCO}_3 &\rightarrow \text{CaO} + \text{CO}_2 \quad (9)
\end{align*}

\textit{In situ} CO\textsubscript{2} adsorption was studied by Pfeifer et al.\textsuperscript{152} in a dual FBG for H\textsubscript{2}-rich syngas production. They compared adsorption-enhanced reforming (AER) using CaO as bed material with traditional BG without CaO. In AER, 75 vol\% H\textsubscript{2} yield was reported with 0.5 g Nm\textsuperscript{−3} of tar at 600–700 °C whereas in the latter process, at 850 °C, 40 vol\% of H\textsubscript{2} in the product gas with 2–5 g Nm\textsuperscript{−3} was found. Hence, high H\textsubscript{2} vol% with low tar content can be produced even at lower temperatures in the presence of CaO, thus making it a desirable choice for a sorbent in the steam reforming of biomass. AER has been studied by only a few researchers.\textsuperscript{152,153} Further research is required to explore different options to optimize energy efficiency.

A major limitation of using a CaO sorbent in steam-assisted BG is irregular H\textsubscript{2} production due to deactivation of CaO during the regeneration. Although CaO is potentially promising in tar reforming and CO\textsubscript{2} capture, the process would not be economically viable if the CaO could not be regenerated after the carbonation reaction. Consequently, the supply of CaO must be replenished.\textsuperscript{154} In order to overcome this problem to some extent, calcium looping gasification (CLG) was introduced. CaO-assisted CLG was first employed in the CO\textsubscript{2} acceptor process, which was developed in the 1970s and terminated in 1977 after positive tests in a pilot plant.\textsuperscript{155} CaO-assisted CLG consists of two reactors as shown in Fig. 12. Steam reforming of biomass takes place in the gasifier in the presence of CaO, which captures CO\textsubscript{2} and is converted to CaCO\textsubscript{3} via the carbonation reaction (7).

This enhances the H\textsubscript{2} yield. CaCO\textsubscript{3} particles are circulated to the regenerator or combustor, where they are calcined back to CaO, with the production of a pure CO\textsubscript{2} stream (9), which can be sent for storage. CaO is recycled back to the gasifier along with the heat of calcination which it carries and aids in compensating endothermic reactions in the gasifier.\textsuperscript{146} Therefore, this is a low-energy demanding and eco-friendly process of H\textsubscript{2} production with enhanced efficiency of H\textsubscript{2} production.

Several researchers employed this concept of CaO-based CLG.\textsuperscript{146,152,153,156} They used a bubbling FBG, circulating fluidized bed regenerator and a cyclone. The theoretical system efficiency was reported to be 87.49\% with a 71 vol\% H\textsubscript{2} yield. Moghtaderi et al.\textsuperscript{156} found, using CaO from calcined feedstocks such as dolomite that CaCO\textsubscript{3} suffers from particle attrition and deactivation. They used construction and demolition waste (CDW) as sorbent and found high H\textsubscript{2} yields with low CO\textsubscript{2} in the product gas, with very limited attrition or erosion after repeated cycles.

3. Inputs and outputs

3.1 Raw material

Researchers and industry characterize feedstocks for thermochemical conversion in numerous ways. One of the simplest ways to classify them is as suggested by McKendry:\textsuperscript{16} timbered biomass, herbaceous biomass, marine plants and manures. We can further sub-categorize herbaceous plants into 2 classes – high-moisture-content plants and low-moisture-content plants. Generally, BG employs low-moisture waste to avoid the energy penalty in drying; woody biomass and herbaceous plants with low moisture contents are the primary choices because of their controllable moisture content. Biomass can also be classified as terrestrial biomass, marine biomass and waste. This classification along with sub-classification and significance is depicted in Table 4.

Biomass feedstocks in loose or powdery form with density less than 200 kg m\textsuperscript{−3} are also promising options as raw material for BG.\textsuperscript{27} They include agricultural wastes such as bagasse, sugar cane trash, rice husk, rice straw, coir pith, groundnut shell, etc. Their calorific content varies from 12 to 16 MJ kg\textsuperscript{−1} (dry basis) with bagasse on the higher end and rice husk on the lower end, with ash content up to 20\%. However, pulverization is needed prior to their usage as feedstock to enhance their bulk density and to reduce transportation cost.
Currently, sea and farmed algae have gained much attention for the generation of renewable biofuels on account of their carbon fixation potential and very high growth rate. Furthermore, they can easily be cultivated in seawater or fresh water. Extensive investigations performed by Shirvani et al. demonstrated that algae-based biofuels are more promising provided that mass production is employed. Several researchers have employed numerous varieties of micro algae such as *Spirulina*, *Chlorella*, *C. vulgaris*, *Tetraselmis Chuii*, etc. in gasification, pyrolysis, liquefaction and direct combustion. A significant volume of research related to thermochemical conversion (gasification, pyrolysis, liquefaction and direct combustion) of algal biomass has been published.

All biomass contains cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin in varying percentages, along with an inorganic component which is the source of ash. Cellulose is a straight-chain polymer comprising anhydroglucopyranose joined with ether bonds. Hemicellulose is an amorphous polysaccharide containing sugar units which are branched and have varied sugar types. Lignin is the most complex constituent with crosslinked 3-D polymer structure of phenylpropane units.

Proteins, starch and sugar may be extracted from biomass and separated by treatment with solvents followed by recovery through evaporation. Proteins perform diversified functions within living organisms, which include catalyzing metabolic reactions, replication and transporting molecules from one location to another. Granulated sugars have multiple uses in the home. Starch is a vital component in food additives, paper making, clothing starch and corrugated board adhesives.

The cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin fractions present in biomass feedstocks degrade at different temperature ranges of 305 to 375 °C, 225 to 325 °C and 250 to 500 °C respectively during gasification. The variation in these constituents in biomass raw materials yields products with different calorific values. Gasification of pure cellulose yields water-soluble tars in the early stages. Interestingly, this is in contrast to full biomass gasification where lower amounts of water-soluble tars are formed. It seems that thermal polymerization of levoglucosan is inhibited along with the enhancement in light molecular weight species’ formation from cellulose, by lignin during lignin-cellulose interactions in pyrolysis. Consequently, char yields and secondary char formation from lignin are decreased considerably as well as production of lignin-derived compounds (guaiacol, 4-vinylguaiacol and 4-methylguaiacol) are improved.

Lv and co-authors studied the influence of cellulose-lignin during pyrolysis and gasification of biomass. They reported a swift reduction in mass on account of cellulose volatilization during pyrolysis followed by slow mass decrease because of lignin degradation. The rate of pyrolysis is directly related to cellulose fractions and inversely dependent upon lignin content in the feedstock. Tar yields and amount of gas produced were enhanced with a decrease in char, when the cellulose

### Table 4: Biomass classification, sub-classification and significance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Sub-classification</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terrestrial</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Forest biomass</td>
<td>Ideal for gasification due to high cellulose and hemicellulose percentages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Grasses</td>
<td>Non-suitable for gasification due to high moisture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Energy crops</td>
<td>Suitable for fermentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Cultivated crops</td>
<td>Suitable for power generation through biological treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Algae</td>
<td>Some crops are ideal for gasification while others are consumed directly by humans and animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Water plant</td>
<td>Suitable for biological treatment because of high moisture content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>MSW, biosolids, sewage, landfill gas</td>
<td>Ideal for biological treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Livestock and manures, agriculture crop residue bark, leaves, floor residues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Demolition wood, sawdust, waste oil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Composition of some biomass varieties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of biomass</th>
<th>Cellulose (%)</th>
<th>Hemicellulose (%)</th>
<th>Lignin (%)</th>
<th>Other (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Softwood</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardwood</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat straw</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice straw</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagasse</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak wood</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine wood</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birch wood</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spruce wood</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower seed hull</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coconut shell</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almond shell</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deciduous plant</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coniferous plant</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willow plant</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larch plant</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fraction was increased during fast pyrolysis in FBG. Furthermore, a rise in gasification temperature and time was observed with increasing cellulose content, reflecting the significance of cellulose-lignin interactions during BG.

Extensive investigations performed by Azadi et al.\textsuperscript{188} regarding lignin gasification proved that the ultimate products (CO + H\textsubscript{2} + CO\textsubscript{2} + CH\textsubscript{4}) are similar to those formed during gasification of other biomass feedstocks. Ash and H\textsubscript{2}S are also included in the products via lignin gasification on account of the presence of sulphur and inorganics induced during fractionation from biomass, depending on the treatment method.

In general, the higher the cellulose and hemi-cellulose content, the greater the volume of gaseous products formed. Therefore, softwood, hardwood, wheat straw and bagasse with much higher cumulative percentages of cellulose and hemi-cellulose are preferred over sunflower seed hull, coconut shell, almond shell, larch plant or poultry litter, when attempting to obtain gas as the final product. This makes the selection of an appropriate feedstock for the desired products a vital consideration (as shown in Table 5).

Other important constituents are silica (fouling and slagging and ash disposal issues), chlorine and sulphur (acid gas mitigation) and alkali metals (slagging, fouling and high-temperature corrosion concerns).

Many researchers have conducted extensive investigations into the effects on H\textsubscript{2} yield through non-catalytic BG of different biomass types using FBGs and UGs. Previous research has shown that in general, H\textsubscript{2} production from gasification of biomass varies between 10 to 65 vol\%.\textsuperscript{39,189–195} It is, however, difficult to assess whether the alterations are caused by the variety of biomass, type of gasifier or its operating parameters.

Characterization of feedstock is a prime factor in gasifier selection. Generally, woody biomass has an ash content below 2% and hence it is appropriate for use in a FXBG.\textsuperscript{196} This is because high-ash-content feedstocks are prone to agglomeration in FXBG during gasification, leading to a drop in conversion efficiency and possible reliability issues. An updraft-fixed-bed gasifier (UG) yields a product gas with high tar and high-volatile-content raw material, which is unsuitable for many high-purity applications like fuel cells and engines. Therefore, a DG is more fitting in this case, as simple cleaning of the outlet gas would make it practical for operation in engines. In the case of sawdust, DG can generate large tar yields, with a large pressure drop within the reactor.\textsuperscript{9} Agricultural residues such as coconut shells, maize cobs, palm kernels and other shells are commonly used as a biomass feedstock for BG, especially in under-developed countries where these materials are readily available. They are unlikely to create any problems in FXBGs. Fibrous feedstocks, such as coconut husks and empty fruit bunch are reported to create spanning problems in the feeder section, thus usually require pretreatment prior to gasification. Spanning means the material matts together because of the needle-like structure of the biomass, thus spanning and blocking the entrances to processing sections. Pretreatment can involve torrefaction or densification to avoid this problem.

Most herbaceous biomasses have high ash content and cause slagging problems in DG.\textsuperscript{197} Ash fouling during gasification is a function of gasifier operating temperature. It is observed that a low amounts of ash are released between 100 to 500 °C while ash emissions rise sharply beyond 600 °C.\textsuperscript{36} Slagging occurs because of the low melting temperature of the ash. Ca, Mg, K and Na silicates are often found to have lower melting temperatures. With temperature rise, SiO\textsubscript{2} content is found to increase. When the alkali species evaporate, they can form eutectic mixtures with SiO\textsubscript{2}, resulting in slagging. Low-temperature operation of the gasifier (below the flow temperature of ash) or elevated-temperature operation (above the melting point of ash) can minimize slagging to a considerable extent.\textsuperscript{7} Of course, some gasifiers, such as the British Gas/Lurgi slagging gasifier, require slagging to occur, with the slag forming a protective coating on the gasifier wall. In this case, the viscosity of the slag is equally significant. Ash can also be mixed with cement or concrete as pozzolanic material, which can decrease the consumption of cement/concrete as well as lighten the burden on landfill.\textsuperscript{198} In addition, it can positively aid in environmental conservation by reducing energy consumptions and GHG emissions of cement/concrete manufacturing plants.

Numerous indices have been published which relate slagging propensity to the fuel's elemental structure. Amongst these indices, one in particular has been quoted in a number of publications.\textsuperscript{199–201} This is the alkali index, which is the ratio of the alkaline components of the fuel ash (+Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}) to the acidic compounds (in this case, for a fluidised bed). The greater the alkali index, the higher would be the tendency of the fuel to cause agglomeration of the bed. However, the use of any single index is not recommended, given the potential complexity of the components present, and tests of slag properties for different materials possibly utilized are always recommended.

### 3.2 Syngas

Biofuels synthesized from syngas have been exploited in many households for daily applications such as cooking food, heating water and lighting. The energy which can be produced annually from biomass is potentially three or four times greater than the worldwide energy demand.\textsuperscript{202} Huber et al.\textsuperscript{203} and Rajagopal et al.\textsuperscript{204} found that thermochemical paths like pyrolysis and gasification can convert non-edible biomass feedstock into syngas, as depicted in reaction (10). The syngas can be further transformed into bio-synthetic natural gas (Bio-SNG) through methanation reactions (11) and (12) or transformed into liquid hydrocarbons (HC) via other processes.\textsuperscript{205} Syngas contains 30–60% CO\textsubscript{2}, 25–30% H\textsubscript{2}, 5–15% CO\textsubscript{2}, 0–5% CH\textsubscript{4} and traces of water vapor, H\textsubscript{2}S, ammonia (NH\textsubscript{3}) and others, depending on the feedstock variety and operating variables.\textsuperscript{206}

\[
\text{CH}_2\text{O}_x + (1 - y)\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{CO} + (0.5x - y + 1)\text{H}_2 \quad (10)
\]

Wan et al.\textsuperscript{207} found that the carbon conversion rate of woody biomass to syngas is around 92%, 71% for H\textsubscript{2} conversion with a total energy conversion efficiency of 62%, post syngas clean-up. Syngas yield is about 1.2 Nm\textsuperscript{3} per kg of wood. Biomass which is low in ash content is generally employed for syngas production,
because high ash content causes slagging. This is a problem encountered when herbaceous feedstocks are used. Still, rice husk is frequently used in gasification all over Asia due to its easy availability.

Bio-SNG is produced by syngas methanation at elevated temperatures of 800 °C to 1000 °C as shown in reactions (11) and (12). The conventional gasification processes employ these reactions.208 One of the important benefits of Bio-SNG is its high octane number which is appropriate for spark-ignition (SI) engines. On the other hand, the low cetane number renders it unsuitable for compression-ignition (CI) engines.209,210 At ambient conditions, Bio-SNG is present in the gaseous phase so it needs to be compressed and liquefied.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CO} + 3\text{H}_2 & \rightarrow \text{CH}_4 + \text{H}_2\text{O}(g) \quad (11) \\
\text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O}(g) & \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 
\end{align*}
\]

Syngas can be directly transformed to liquid HCs such as diesel and kerosene fuels and/or gases via a number of distinct processes, leading to a variety of bio-fuels.202 These transport fuels include bio-alcohols such as methanol, ethanol, heavy straight-chain alcohol mixtures and liquefied gas such as DME.208 DME shares the same method of production as bio-methanol, albeit it can also be produced via catalytic dehydration of bio-methanol. It finds significant applications such as diesel substitute and cooking.211–213

Fig. 13 shows the different pyrolysis and gasification routes taken to produce bio-fuels.

4. Parametric impact

There are many parameters which have a significant impact on the product quality during biomass gasification. They include the following:13,57,60,214–216

- Feedstock type, quality and inherent moisture content
- Particle size and density
- Operating conditions
- Steam-(or other gasification gas)-to-biomass ratio (S/B)
- Air equivalence ratio (ER)
- Catalyst
- SER – sorbent-to-biomass ratio

4.1 Feedstock and moisture content

The most prominent constituent of biomass is lignocellulose, which consists of the non-starch, fibrous part of plant material. Cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin are the three main elements of biomass. These constituents play an indispensable role during thermochemical conversion processes such as BG.16,217 Normally, in a typical biomass, the cellulose-to-lignin ratio varies from 0.5 to 2.7 and hemicellulose-to-lignin ratio ranges from 0.5 to 2.0. The proportion of cellulose and hemicellulose are directly related to the gaseous products yield, while the lignin content determines the oil in the product. Therefore, the higher the ratio of cellulose and hemicellulose to lignin in a given biomass, the higher the gaseous product yields from gasifying it.
Predominantly, two types of moisture content are taken into consideration in a biomass feedstock, namely the intrinsic moisture, which is the water content of the material without taking the impact of weather into account; and the extrinsic moisture, which incorporates the influence of weather conditions. The characteristics of the exit gases and optimal operation of the gasifier depend on the moisture content to a significant extent. Woody and low-moisture herbaceous biomasses contain less than 15 wt% moisture. This makes them more suitable for thermal conversion, since most gasifiers are designed to accommodate biomass feedstock with a moisture content of 15–30 dry wt%. The problem with high moisture content is the energy penalty associated with drying the biomass before gasification.

For every kilogram of moisture in biomass, at least 2260 kJ of extra energy is needed to evaporate the water and that spent energy is not readily recoverable. The moisture contents of some biomass varieties are shown in Table 6. It can be clearly seen that fir, Danish pine, rice husk, and wheat straw are preferred over rice straw, food waste, cattle manure, and water hyacinth for BG, on account of the low moisture content. The low moisture content is favorable since it has a lower energy penalty in the drying process prior to gasification.

Researchers found that as the biomass storage time increases so does its moisture content. This is a common notion; however, its moisture can also be decreased depending upon the type of seasoning adopted prior to its use as a biomass fuel. Therefore, in almost all cases, by the time feedstock enters the gasifier, the moisture content is likely to be higher than the reported or supplied value. This is something that has to be accounted for in the design of the reactor. Updraft fixed bed gasifiers can tolerate a maximum moisture content up to 60% (wt% basis) whereas downdraft gasifiers can work efficiently with feedstock containing a maximum 25% (wt% basis) moisture. Usually, drying is done prior to gasification to counter this problem. Schuster et al. established that a feedstock with more than 30 wt% moisture adversely affects the process temperature resulting in less gas produced, which also has a higher tar content. They concluded that biomass moisture content has a secondary but still significant impact on the thermal, chemical and overall efficiency of the BG process. It is, therefore, crucial that the actual moisture content is accounted for while calculating the steam-to-biomass ratio.

### Table 6 Moisture content of some biomass species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of biomass</th>
<th>Moisture% (wt basis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water hyacinth</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy cattle manure</td>
<td>88.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice straw</td>
<td>50.0–80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food waste</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn stalks</td>
<td>40.0–60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willow</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood bark</td>
<td>30.0–60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagasse</td>
<td>45.0–50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poplar</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saw dust</td>
<td>25.0–55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat straw</td>
<td>8.0–20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchgrass</td>
<td>13.0–15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF pellets</td>
<td>25.0–35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice husk</td>
<td>7.0–10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscanthus</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish pine</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fir</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 Particle size and density

Researchers have established the direct impact of feedstock particle dimensions on the product gas yield. De Lasa and co-authors argue that temperature and particle heating rate have a vital influence on weight loss of biomass during BG. Fluid-particle heat transfer is excellent in the particles of smaller dimensions. More controlled gasification is achieved if temperatures remain uniform throughout the feedstock particle. In addition, rate of gasification is enhanced exponentially, according to the Arrhenius rate law, with increasing temperature only when internal kinetics control the gasification process.

It is observed that residual char yield is higher on account of incomplete pyrolysis due to higher heat transfer resistance offered by larger particles. Enhancement in carbon conversion and amount of H₂ was reported when the particle dimension was reduced. Furthermore, a decrease in particle size improves syngas efficiency and decreases tar yields. However, it should be noticed that particle size should not be smaller than that needed, as particle size reduction requires intense energy. Downdraft and updraft fixed bed gasifiers are less sensitive to particle size (<51 mm) than are entrained flow gasifiers, owing to the longer particle residence times within them. Entrained flow gasifiers should have particle sizes of up to 0.15 mm maximum. Fluidized bed reactors have an intermediate tolerance of less than 6 mm for feed size.

Normally biomass feedstocks have low density with a porous structure. Kirubakaran et al. suggested that the interactions between reactants and products occur via non-restricted molecular transport. In addition, the low density of feedstock due to the presence of numerous pores results in uniform temperature throughout the particles, which in turn manifests in homogeneous gasification and uniform product composition. In dense biomass raw materials, temperatures vary from the exterior to the interior of the pellet, resulting in simultaneous drying, pyrolysis and gasification. Consequently, a non-homogeneous gas composition is obtained.

### 4.3 Operating conditions

The partial pressure of the gasifying agent, temperature and heating rate within the gasifier are other vital parameters which have the potential to influence the exit gas yield and overall biomass conversion. Partial pressure of the gasifying agent has a direct relationship with the reactivity of biomass char while an increase in temperature generally increases the heating rate of the feedstock particles by providing a greater temperature difference. Normally, the reactor pressure in EFG is between 20 and 70 bar. It has been shown that a faster heating rate leads to greater gas production and
less tar production. Furthermore, a slower heating rate can actually lead to lower gas yields and higher tar yields. These two heating rate operations largely influence the design of the gasifier and the desired product. The slower heating rate leads to a higher tar production rate owing to the recombination of lower-volatility hydrocarbons on the surface of the char particles. In addition, a higher temperature can lead to an increase in the degradation of the tars by transforming them to the product gases. This is caused by the volatilization of the active components of tar. The Boudouard reaction (13) and the thermal cracking reaction (14) effectively degrade residual char and tar when the temperature is increased. Therefore, maintaining a high temperature can contribute productively for BG when product gas is the desired product. Reactor temperature in fixed bed gasifiers is normally around 1100 °C, although UG requires more time to reach the working temperature than DG. Temperatures in FBG are normally kept below 1000 °C to avoid ash fusion and agglomeration. EFG works at an elevated temperature of greater than 1900 °C.

\[
C + CO_2 \rightarrow 2CO + 172 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} 
\]  

(13)

\[
\text{Tar + heat} \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + \text{CO} + \text{H}_2 + \text{CH}_4 + \text{coke} 
\]  

(14)

### 4.4 Steam-to-biomass ratio (S/B)

The ratio of steam to biomass is an influential parameter that affects the input energy requirements, outlet gas quality and product yields. Low S/B ratios result in higher amounts of char and CH₄ whereas increasing S/B positively enhances the reforming reactions by providing an oxidative environment, thereby raising the oxidized product gas yield. Increasing S/B results in a higher H₂ yield and therefore the syngas has high calorific content. It also produces a low amount of tar. This is due to water gas shift, reforming and cracking reactions. Sharma et al. demonstrated an existence of limit threshold beyond which any increase in S/B produces excess steam in the syngas. Energy contained in the excess steam along with enthalpy losses in generating this steam, result in reducing process efficiencies. It also negatively influences the temperature inside the gasifier which in turn results in low tar cracking. Such issues necessitate identifying an optimum S/B in steam biomass gasification. Usually fixed bed gasifiers have the highest capacity for S/B followed by entrained flow gasifiers.

### 4.5 Air equivalence ratio (ER)

The ratio of actual air provided to stoichiometric air needed for the process is known as air equivalence ratio (ER) and is one of the important parameters in gasification. Narvaez et al. observed that H₂ and CO fractions in syngas are inverse functions of ER. Higher ER results in lower H₂ and CO yields, with an increase in CO₂ amount. This reduces the calorific content of the product gas. On the other hand, a high ER aids in cracking tar on account of higher O₂ availability for volatile species to react with. However, a negligible effect of ER was reported on nitrogenous products, during gasification.

Zhou et al. demonstrated a small rise in NH₃ yield when ER is increased from 0.25 to 0.37 at 800 °C, employing saw dust as feedstock. Bed temperature has a positive impact and increases linearly with ER provided feeding-rate is kept constant. ER is also influenced by the amount of moisture and volatiles present in the feedstocks. A moisture content up to 15% results in an increase in ER and gas amount but the presence of moisture above 15% causes irregular temperature variations. A high volatile fraction in biomass feedstock produces higher tar yield.

Gasification takes place in an air-deficient environment. In downdraft gasifiers, ER ~ 0.25 gives an optimal product gas yield. A lower ER results in incomplete char-to-gas conversion and hence is desirable in the case of charcoal as a final product. In FBG, efficiency is enhanced with the value of ER ~ 0.26 due to high combustion heat, and then declines. The same reasoning holds for higher bed temperatures in FBG. In practical scenarios, an optimum value of ER ~ 0.2–0.3 is desired. If it is less than 0.2, it results in incomplete gasification and hence, more char formation, with a low-calorific product gas, while higher ER will alter gasification into combustion at the cost of overall efficiency. Oxidant requirement is highest in entrained flow gasifiers (usually 20% higher).

### 4.6 Catalysts

Catalysts ease the thermal and mass transfer resistance through the particles while providing an alternative lower-energy pathway for the reaction to proceed and, hence, they play an important role in BG. Many researchers have found a positive impact of using catalysts to promote the gasification and reformation of the products. Catalysts can be employed in situ or after gasification reactions. Some of the types of catalysts that have been studied are alkaline (predominantly Na and K) metal, alumina and zeolites, dolomites and limestones, Ni-based, Zn-based, as well as some other exotic and rarer metals such as platinum- and ruthenium-based materials. Alkaline metal oxides, dolomite and Ni-based catalysts have a favorable effect on gasification extent because of their ability to promote the reformation reactions.

Alumina silicates are found to be more effective at enhancement of char gasification, whereas Ni-based catalysts are more effective at the conversion of lighter hydrocarbons. Still, advancement to more efficient and economical catalysts is under progress, with the aim being to enhance the quality and yield of the desired product while minimizing the residual char and tar.

### 4.7 SER – sorbent-to-biomass ratio

Olivares et al. amongst others, classified biomass as a carbon-neutral fuel, since it has already captured CO₂ while growing. They further stated that it can be a carbon-negative fuel, if the CO₂ produced is captured and stored, during gasification of biomass. Researchers have studied many materials, including aluminum oxide, dolomite, metal-based sorbents, Ni-based sorbents and rhodium, for their role as sorbents in biomass gasification.
Table 7  Tar classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basis of classification</th>
<th>Nomenclature</th>
<th>Compound name</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Temperature of formation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appearance</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Oxygenated compounds</td>
<td>Syringols, furans</td>
<td>400–700 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>Aromatic compounds</td>
<td>Phenolics, olefins</td>
<td>700–850 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>Complex aromatic compounds</td>
<td>Toluene, indene</td>
<td>850–1000 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class-I</td>
<td>GC-undetectable tars</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class-II</td>
<td>Heterocyclic compounds</td>
<td>Phenol, cresol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class-III</td>
<td>1-Ring aromatic compounds</td>
<td>Xylene, toluene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class-IV</td>
<td>2–3-Ring aromatic compounds</td>
<td>Naphthalene, phenanthrene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class-V</td>
<td>4–7-Ring aromatic compounds</td>
<td>Fluoranethene, coronene</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Investigators found that solid sorbents have a better efficiency for CO₂ capture during BG in comparison to liquid sorbents. CaO has also been suggested as a good choice. Harrison et al. and other researchers established the basic idea for the usage of sorbent is that it removes CO₂ from the gasification reactions thus shifting the equilibrium, which in turn enhances H₂ yield. Therefore, usage of a suitable sorbent in steam gasification of biomass is desirable provided it does not hamper the economic considerations.

5. Tar

Tar is a significant potential problem in the gasification of biomass as it can lead to equipment blockages, increased maintenance and makes operation difficult. It is usually a thick, dark-coloured liquid with a low condensation temperature and hence can lead to blockages in downstream equipment. In particular, light-(C₂–6) hydrocarbons can actually avoid condensation and instead form tarry aerosols, which in turn degrade the quality of outlet gas and potentially make it unsuitable for use in high-purity applications, e.g., applications other than boilers. The approximate weight percentages of key components of tar are listed here: benzene (38%), toluene (14.5%), single-ring aromatic HCs (14%), naphthalene (9.5%), dual-ring aromatic HCs (8%), heterocyclic compounds (6.5%), phenolic compounds (4.5%), triple-ring aromatic HCs (3.5%), quadruple-ring aromatic HCs (1%), and other compounds in trace amounts.

One standard classification of tar is by molecular weight. The classes are presented in Table 7.

Different gasifiers with different desired products can lead to a diverse tar yield and relative component concentrations. Basu et al. reported that by average tar production, the order of reactor types was EFG (~0.4 g Nm⁻³) < DG (<1 g Nm⁻³) < FBG (10 g Nm⁻³) < UG (50 g Nm⁻³). As a reference, fuel cells have minimum tar tolerance less than 1 g Nm⁻³ and gas turbines have a tolerance between 0.05 and 5 g Nm⁻³. Furthermore, internal combustion engines can endure a tar concentration of up to 100 g Nm⁻³ and compressors can bear up to 500 g Nm⁻³. There is no limit on tar presence if the fuel gas is used for direct combustion (e.g., in a boiler), provided the gasifier outlet and burner inlet do not allow the gas to cool down below the dew point of tar. However, flue gas produced after burning should be in accordance with the local emission standards.

Tar minimization methods are classified as primary or secondary depending upon the location of tar removal. Tar degradation methods are also divided into mechanical, thermal, catalytic, self-modification and plasma. Modelling of tar will not be presented in great depth within this review but for more information the reader is recommended to consult the work by Font Palma et al. who gave a detailed review of tar modelling.

5.1 Tar production

During the heating of biomass, the order of mass loss is as follows: first, moisture evaporation takes place from 30 °C to 120 °C, followed by hemicellulose breakdown between 150 °C to 220 °C, lignin breakdown around 220 °C to 400 °C and cellulose being the most stable around 315 °C to 450 °C. Lignin degrades over the widest range due to the diverse range of chemical structures and bonds present. Devolatilization and biomass conversion can occur across a range of temperatures for different kinds of biomass; this is commonly investigated using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).

Zhang et al. conducted experiments with sawdust to analyze pyrolysis, gasification and oxidation conditions, and found that pyrolysis at 600 °C produces primary tars whereas pyrolysis and gasification yield secondary and tertiary tars at around 900 °C to 1000 °C. They also found substantial tar degradation during pyrolysis, steam gasification and oxidation above 1100 °C. During pyrolysis, dehydrogenation of cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin and carbon gasification generate H₂ as shown in (15). Condensable volatile gasification is shown in (16) and water–gas-shift is shown in (17).

$$C(\text{char}) + H_2O \rightarrow CO + H_2 \quad -131.37 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}$$

$$C_2H_4O_2 + H_2O \rightarrow CO + H_2 + \text{tar} \quad \text{endothermic}$$

$$CO + H_2O \leftrightarrow CO_2 + H_2 \quad +41.1 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}$$

where, $C_2H_4O_2$ represents tar species in the intermediate phase, which eventually decompose to generate gases and final tars. Partial combustion reactions are depicted in (18) and (19).

$$C(\text{char}) + 1.5O_2 \rightarrow CO + 1.5O_2 \quad 110.87 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}$$

$$C_2H_4O_2 + 1.5O_2 \rightarrow CO + H_2O + \text{tar} \quad \text{exothermic}$$

Reactions (20) and (21) are endothermic in nature so their reaction rate increases above 1000 °C, reflected by the increase in CO production. In pyrolysis and gasification, above 900 °C,
secondary degradation of light HCs and some tar species is the major reason for coke formation as depicted in reaction (22).

$$\text{C(char)} + \text{CO}_2 \rightarrow 2\text{CO} + 172.79 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}$$ (20)

$$\text{C}_n\text{H}_m\text{O}_z + \text{CO}_2 \rightarrow \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{tar} \text{ endothermic}$$ (21)

$$\text{C}_n\text{H}_m \rightarrow (n/2)\text{H}_2 + n\text{C}$$ (22)

Therefore, the carbon conversion rate is very significantly enhanced above 1000 °C and 1100 °C, with a drop in coke and CO yield and an increase in CO and H2 generation. This reflects the significance of understanding the pyrolysis reaction mechanisms of tar precursors when attempting to predict tar degradation during biomass gasification.

Lignin is an intricate and vastly cross-branched polymer of phenylpropane linked to other smaller chemical constituents. Water, phenolics and gases are the common groups produced during lignin decomposition. However, it is uncertain whether they are derived from the original structure or if they are the result of reactions with previous products or other reactant gases added into the system.

Cellulose is also a primary constituent of plant cell walls' structure and is responsible for primary tar compounds. These compounds from cellulose degradation apart from levogluconan, can include furfurals, hydroxyacetone and organic acid. Hemicellulose is the least stable constituent among all the others in biomass; it degrades faster and at a lower temperature. Xylan is the main hemicellulose component of hardwoods and softwoods and its degradation yields acids, phenols, aldehydes, ketones and esters with small amounts of other carbohydrates also produced.

5.2 Tar measurement and development

Analytical approaches have been evolved over the decades to define the composition of biomass, such as fractionation of biomass samples followed by quantification of isolated and purified fractions. Although these conventional methods are validated by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), they are time consuming and costly and, therefore, are not frequently applied in commercial applications.

Over the past few years, analytical techniques such as Near Infrared (NIR) spectroscopy, Thermogravimetric Analyses (TGA) coupled with spectrometers, and TGA coupled with Differential Thermogravimetric Analyses (DTG) have been employed to quantify isolated fractions obtained from the fractionation of biomass samples. These methods offer an advantage over the traditional methods as they are cheaper, precise and rapid.

5.3 Tar minimization

Fundamentally, tar minimization is divided into two different classifications depending upon the location where tar is deposited. If tar is degraded inside the gasifier it can be referred to as primary tar reduction, which requires an appropriate selection of functional parameters discussed earlier such as the design of the gasifier and the use of catalysts during gasification. Secondary methods include thermal, mechanical or catalytic cracking of tar in a separate step after BG where the tar is deposited further downstream.

Self-modification can reduce tar to a considerable extent just by varying operating parameters. Luo and co-authors have explored the significance of particle size on tar formation through extensive experimental investigations. They employed pine saw dust of variable particle sizes in a fixed bed gasification system. Higher amounts of dry gas and improved carbon conversion with lower tar yields were observed with smaller particles at the same temperature on account of enhanced thermal conductivity. Smaller particles (<0.075 mm) produced low tar (0.4%) whereas particles with 0.075 to 0.6 mm sizes generated higher amounts of residual solids and tar, at 700 °C. The largest particles with 0.6 to 1 mm sizes gave maximum char and tar yield (>10%) even at an elevated temperature of 900 °C. This can be explained on the basis of heat transfer. Gasification is kinetically controlled with smaller feedstock particles, while larger particles offer resistance to thermal conductivity leading to incomplete devolatilization and higher tar yields.

Mahapatra et al. evaluated the influence of surface area-to-volume ratio of biomass raw material in a packed bed gasifier. They concluded that a larger surface area-to-volume ratio leads to a higher pyrolysis rate which results in increased amounts of higher molecular weight compounds as fast pyrolysis products.

It should be noted that closed-top fixed bed gasification systems generate higher tar yields as compared to open-top fixed bed systems. Elaborate tests were performed in a collaborative India–Switzerland project and it was demonstrated that open-top gasification systems produce the lowest amount of tar and particulates vis-a-vis other gasification systems. It is on account of the establishment of front moving propagation toward the top end of the gasifier due to dual air entry from the top and nozzles. This ensures higher residence time for gases at high temperatures and degradation of higher molecular weight species.

With reference to the secondary tar removal and destruction strategy, tar minimization is categorized in numerous ways as presented in Table 8. Mechanical methods are further subclassified into dry gas cleaning and wet gas cleaning. Dry gas cleaning removes tar from the product gases using cyclones, rotating particle separators and a variety of filters. Wet methods employ electrostatic precipitators, wet scrubbers, solvent extraction and wet cyclones. Wet treatment of the gases also requires treating of the collected waste H2O from the gas treatment system. Tar yield is an inverse function of the operating temperature. An inverse relationship is also reported between the tar yield and equivalency ratio. Knight et al. provided evidence experimentally with wood chips in a FBG which suggested that an increase in pressure from 8 bar to 21 bar degrades oxygenated components like phenols into PAHs.

Other methods of minimizing tar production include plasma gas cleaning and thermal methods, as discussed in the earlier section – Emerging approaches. Plasma gas cleaning can be employed to minimize both tar and particle quantities. Nair et al. found that the naphthalene content was reduced by half with 40 J L-1 of corona discharge at 400 °C over 3 minutes.
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The thermal method uses cracking of tars into lighter HC gases by employing high temperatures. Fagbemi et al. 279 showed that at high temperatures the products which are mainly char are transformed to gases and, therefore, it is easier to determine a residence time. Then using this residence time, a reactor can be built to maximize the overall conversion. This does, however, lead to greater char production in the process of tar removal.

Most of the work for tar minimization has been done in the area of catalytic cracking of the tar because of the multiple advantages of catalytic degradation compared to the alternatives previously mentioned. 61,66,280–283 Catalytic cracking, decomposition and reforming of biomass can enable a near-complete elimination of tars. Catalysts are able to degrade comparatively stable compounds such as aromatics and PAHs. Catalysts within the gasifying reactor not only minimize tar to a significant extent but they also enhance the quality, quantity and heat content of the produced gas. The most commonly applied catalysts are Ni-based (on Al2O3 or SiO2 or dolomite, etc.), alkali metal-based (K2CO3), basic catalysts (MgO, CaO, etc.), acid catalysts (zeolite, silica-alumina, etc.) and activated carbon. 275 Nickel-based catalysts are usually used when syngas or H2 is the desired output. Ni is characterized by high catalytic activity for the reforming reactions but its resistance to sulphur poisoning, sintering and carbon deposition strongly depends on the support material, promoters and other additives that are utilized in its manufacture. 275 Ni-based are the best reforming catalysts for industrial applications in BG. However, they require the right environment and cheap carbon sorbents to have a profound effect. Some limitations are also present with non-Ni metal catalysts, in particular those containing expensive, noble metals like rhodium. 284 Development in known catalysts and work into new, more novel catalysts are promising options for tar minimization.

6. Power generation methods

Biomass gasification was initially conceived to utilize organic wastes to produce usable products such as fuel gas or a chemical feedstock. Later, the technology was extended to treat hazardous waste, with the invention of plasma BG, along with power generation. Examination of the distinctive characteristics of supercritical water led to SCWG for wet biomass which is otherwise untreatable by gasification, due to technical limitations of the former gasification technologies. Advancement in BG paved the way for the poly-generation concept where two or more usable products are generated, for instance, co-generation of thermal power with electricity; poly-generation of heat, fertilizer and bio-char; poly-generation of heat, SNG/bio-fuels; and poly-generation of H2 with heat and electricity. All these approaches not only optimize the thermal efficiency of the process but also provide flexibility and sustainability, thereby enhancing the economic advantage in the long run.

6.1 Existing applications

6.1.1 Power generation. Electricity production from the products of BG is just one potential application which has recently gained ground over conventional combustion. However, this is widely driven by emission legislation changes and the simplicity of the application rather than economic or technological advances. Syngas is a highly desirable product. However, it carries particulate matter and lighter HCs produced during gasification. Post gas-clean-up, it can be combusted in conventional burners employing steam cycles for electricity generation. The gas clean-up stage has a variety of available methods: mechanical cleaning, catalytic treatment, thermal treatment and plasma cleaning. This is one of the most decisive and costly steps which decides the final application of the exit gases. Unfortunately, there have been closures of some BG electricity production plants due to technical issues regarding gas-clean up and ash problems. 285

Combustion of the syngas can be undertaken within a boiler, which is commonly employed in case of low-quality gas. However, the net efficiency of such boiler-based electricity generation is ~20%, which when compared to a maximum of ~38–50% for conventional gas engines and gas turbines is a less attractive commercial choice. Gas engines have emerged as a promising technology for dispersed power production. This is due to their compact nature, power generators’ long-standing experience with natural gas engines, the potential to capture waste heat easily, simplified process technology and low investment and operational costs at a large scale. 286 A schematic is shown in Fig. 14 presenting conventional multi-generation...
approaches. The syngas generated is used in diversified applications such as IC engines, Stirling engine, gas engines, steam and gas turbines.

6.1.2 Producer gas-driven internal combustion (IC) engine.

The heating value of the produced gas is a primary factor in evaluating the potential power of the engine. Syngas is blended with air prior to induction into the cylinder in order to improve the likelihood of complete combustion, as is done with all internal combustion engines. The heating value is reported to be about 2500 kJ m\(^{-3}\), which is relatively low compared to the petrol–air mixture heating value of 3800 kJ m\(^{-3}\). Consequently, there is a substantial potential for vibrations and power loss of about 35%. Since the volume of the cylinder remains constant for a particular engine, the amount of combustible gas entering the cylinder is dependent upon the pressure drop. When the engine is combined with a fixed bed gasifier, there is an important drop in pressure at the inlet of the IC engine. On account of this pressure drop, the volumetric efficiency is significantly reduced. Consequently, the amount of exit gas mixture in the cylinder is reduced. This adversely affects the IC engine power output. However, by using a booster, this pressure drop can be reduced to 1%. In addition, the number of strokes per unit time is reduced when an IC engine is fueled by the syngas mixture due to the lower heating value.

A potential solution to this drop in power output is to enhance the compression ratio (volume of the gas before compression to the volume post compression) from around 8 to 12 by increasing the H\(_2\) percentage in the inlet gas. This increase in compression ratio does raise the engine power but is limited by the increased potential for vibrations and knocking which are responsible for reduced engine life.

6.1.3 The Stirling engine.

The main problem with gasification product gas is the presence of tar and alkali metals in low amounts produced from eutectic mixtures at elevated temperatures. Some researchers examined the Stirling engine as a substitute for the IC engine. It was proposed that this was a feasible option on account of the low operating costs, low lubricant requirement, better efficiency and the simple design which does not demand a highly pure gas.

6.2 Advanced concepts

6.2.1 Co-generation of thermal energy with power. Power generation is the most common goal of BG. Despite this, it is inevitable that during this process heat is also generated, and as with other combustion processes in recent years, the idea of co-generating heat and power has become highly attractive. This idea provides a useful resource with a profitable secondary market that makes use of what was previously a waste stream. Power can be effectively transmitted over long distances with minimal losses but thermal losses prohibit heat transfer over a similar distance. This constrains the location of the co-generation plant and, therefore, it must be placed near the producer. Small decentralized co-generation plants are established and are successfully in operation across the world. Indeed, the B&W Harboøre installation has run two Jenbacher gas engines (648 kW\(_e\) and 648 kW\(_e\) upgraded in 2001 to 768 kW\(_e\)) for over 120,000 hours of operation in a CHP context. This is notable since the gasifier is an updraft gasifier. Additionally, a 26 MW\(_{th}\) plant in Denmark and a 15 MW\(_{th}\) plant in Germany started in 2006 and 2012, respectively. Cogeneration units can provide heat and power to industrial, commercial and residential buildings. Co-generation of heat and power by biomass combustion is prevalent, albeit gasification is better in terms of electrical efficiency and the acceptable range of biomass qualities. However, many co-generation units for the production of thermal energy with electricity employing gas engines are installed and working successfully around the globe.

Many researchers have investigated the co-generation strategy to enhance electricity production. Investigators have coupled a Rankine cycle with two gas engines, which additionally transforms 10–15% of heat into electricity, and improves biomass power efficiency from 25–30% to 40% or more. Another tactic to optimize the efficiency is to couple gas and steam turbines to generate power. This is commonly referred to as Integrated Gasification Combined Cycles (IGCC). This approach has a reported efficiency of 46% for coal gasification and power efficiency of around 32% for biomass gasification.

6.2.2 Fertilizer and bio-char production. This concept, which has been mentioned earlier in this paper under ‘multi-stage biomass gasification concept’, uses two different reactors for pyrolysis and BG. The absence of PAH opens the door to utilize ash as a fertilizer, for some gasifiers. Some researchers have already investigated the ash content from LT-CFB. A surprising and welcome finding was that the ash contained 40% calcium, up to 6% phosphorus and 5% Fe with traces of heavy metals. This makes it feasible to re-circulate nutrients. Studies were carried out on fields with different plants. It was found that leaching of the nutrients was lower and the phosphorus uptake was identical to that from conventional fertilizer. However, an initial delay was noted for the plants’ take-up of phosphorus.
which in turn suppressed plant growth. Acid removal by extracting lime solved the problem, making ash a promising substitute for mineral fertilizer.

This gasification technology can also support the enhancement of the amount of organic carbon in soil, which has an additional benefit of being a method of sequestering carbon. The term, ‘Bio-char’, has been coined to describe char which has been deliberately left un-gasified and is added to farm soil. Bio-char is known for recirculating organic carbon back into the ground and aiding in ionic adsorption, thus preventing leaching of vital nutrients and minerals into ground water. In addition, enhanced water holding capability results when bio-char is mixed with sandy soils. Although leaving some char un-gasified would decrease the efficiency of the BG process, it may provide a carbon-neutral alternative for fertilizer and bio-char production.

6.2.3 Poly-generation of heat, power and hydrogen. Hydrogen from BG has found numerous applications. Air as a gasifying medium gives a low \( H_2 \) purity in the produced gases because of dilution by \( N_2 \), \( CO_2 \) as gasifying agent enhances \( H_2 \) content through the Boudouard reaction (13). On the other hand, gasification in the presence of \( O_2 \) or steam generates \( H_2 \)-rich gas because of steam reforming and the water-gas-shift reaction (17) that take place. This also has an impact on the heating values of the gases generated. Obviously, more \( H_2 \), \( CH_4 \) and \( CO \) in the gas would be beneficial over \( CO_2 \). Some researchers have modelled \( H_2 \) generation in conjunction with heat and power production. \(^{320-324} \) \( H_2 \) production from rice husk in BG with \( O_2 \) as the gasifying agent was studied theoretically. \(^{323} \) Investigators used two Rankine thermodynamic cycles during power generation for maximal heat retrieval with a \( H_2 \) production efficiency of 40%. Electric power generation efficiency was 3.25% in the absence of \( CO_2 \) compression for storage and 1.5% with compression. Poly-generation of \( H_2 \), thermal energy and electricity was also modelled by investigators to evaluate \( H_2 \) generation costs and process applicability in practical scenarios. \(^{320} \) Ten distinct processes were modelled employing different reactors for BG, and an exergy analysis was carried out for cases with and without thermal energy retrieval. \(^{321} \) Investigators also did thermo-economic modelling to inspect the repercussions of this new process to obtain \( H_2 \), coupled with heat, electricity and \( CO_2 \) sequestration. They found positive effects when combining different sub-systems to optimize thermal energy retrieval along with waste heat utilization. \(^{324} \)

Apart from these theoretical investigations, large-scale experiments were also carried out under a project funded by the European Union to examine heat and power production with \( H_2 \) generation. \(^{322} \) Unique gasifiers, as mentioned in the earlier section of this paper, were coupled with a secondary reactor for \( H_2O \) gas shift reactions and a pressure swing adsorption unit to capture \( CO_2 \). They report a \( H_2 \) conversion efficiency of >66%. 

6.2.4 Fischer–Tropsch process coupled with gasifier. In 1923, Franz Fischer, Hans Tropsch and Helmut Pichler invented the Fischer–Tropsch (FT) process in Germany. Presently, it is a well-known process to synthesize higher HCs using syngas from gasification. It is a typical example of the Biomass-to-Liquid concept as depicted in Fig. 15. Higher HCs such as diesel and gasoline are generated via the FT process; these are normally used as liquid fuels for the transportation sector. All large-scale commercial plants hitherto are either based on \( CH_4 \) reforming or coal gasification systems. \(^{325} \)

Biomass gasification produces syngas which can act as a raw material for an FT process. If the fraction of \( H_2 \) is low in syngas, then a water gas shift reactor is needed prior to FT synthesis. Syngas is converted to liquid fuels and/or chemicals via the FT process in the presence of Co-based or Fe-based catalysts. Co-based catalysts require higher \( H_2 \) content in the syngas for fuel production. However, their productivity is more at higher conversion levels, than Fe-based catalysts. \(^{326} \)

Climate change and fossil fuel depletion necessitate renewable transportation fuels. The gasifier-coupled FT plant concept presents an encouraging option in this regard. Investigations prove that FT fuels result in low emissions when employed in IC engines on account of the low volume of nitrogenous and aromatic species. Furthermore, these fuels do not contain sulphur which is considered as one of the major pollutants in IC engine exhaust gases. \(^{327} \) This process presents a promising alternative for the production of renewable liquid fuels. The FT process coupled with gasification is a feasible option to reduce the burden on conventional transportation fuel; however, it requires significant development and scale-up efforts for commercial-scale installations.

6.2.5 SNG and other biofuels. Bio-SNG or SNG is a potential substitute for natural gas, with similar chemical composition, and thus benefits from the use of pre-existing transportation and storage facilities. Several researchers have investigated SNG generation from the gasification of diverse feedstocks for process optimization and applications. \(^{328-332} \)

All methanation reactions (23)–(25) are exothermic in nature. \(^{9} \) Detailed methanation processes and clean-up techniques are mentioned in the literature. \(^{333-335} \)

\[
2CO + 2H_2 \rightarrow CH_4 + CO_2 \quad -247 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \quad (23)
\]
\[
CO + 3H_2 \rightarrow CH_4 + H_2O \quad -206 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \quad (24)
\]
\[
CO_2 + 4H_2 \rightarrow CH_4 + 2H_2O \quad -165 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \quad (25)
\]
SNG has been investigated by some researchers for its use as a transportation fuel.\textsuperscript{288–330} SNG was reported to be more favorable than other bio-fuels with lower environmental impacts. However, it requires some pre-treatment before usage, unlike other bio-fuels. Furthermore, it has been suggested that SNG can be economically generated on a small scale. This contrasts with bio-fuels, which require larger production scales to be cost-effective.\textsuperscript{238} However, in the case of residential applications such as cooking or heating, syngas has proved to be more efficient than SNG, due to the efficiency drop incurred by the latter for an extra processing step. Furthermore, it must be considered that syngas is more efficient as a fuel source for the production of electricity than SNG, using suitable equipment in IGCC plants, on account of the same reason.\textsuperscript{331}

Liquid bio-fuels such as di-methyl ether (DME) or methanol are potential alternatives to oil-based conventional fuels such as gasoline or diesel on account of their suitable characteristics. Existing IC engine design, fuel filling station infrastructure and market acceptability coupled with low emissions make them a promising option over SNG or H\textsubscript{2}, though the main benefit of any liquid fuel is energy density and ready transportation. Benefits of multi-production of bio-fuels coupled with thermal energy and electricity production are similar to those for SNG multi-production.\textsuperscript{89} Researchers have investigated multi-productions of heat, power and bio-fuels such as methanol, ethanol, methyl acetate, and FT diesel. They reported it to be cost-effective, more favorable and flexible than separate production of heat, power and bio-fuels such as methanol, ethanol, methyl acetate, and FT diesel. They reported it to be cost-effective, more favorable and flexible than separate

Current state of commercialization of SNG. Throughout the last decade, many pilot plants have been installed to study the feasibility of SNG generation from syngas.\textsuperscript{334,342–344} Sweden is the first country to have a commercial unit to generate SNG from BG-produced syngas. The setup is located in Goteborg, with 20 MW capacity already installed out of a total of 100 MW. A 200 MW plant at Eon in Sweden was installed in March 2014 and is working successfully.\textsuperscript{345–347} A 1 MW plant was established in Gussing, Austria, to produce SNG from BG syngas, and is also working successfully.\textsuperscript{348} Thorough investigations undertaken by Wirth et al.\textsuperscript{344} demonstrated that in order for a Bio-SNG plant to be economical, the installed size should be equal to or greater than 20 MW (output basis). This value was based on the inclusion of intricate and costly processes such as gasification, gas cleaning and conditioning, catalytic methanation and carbon dioxide removal.

7. Mathematical modelling of gasification

Product gas characteristics and more general performance measures such as process economics and energy efficiency in BG depend on several parameters like the selection of a suitable gasifier as well as the choice and concentration of feedstock and other variables.\textsuperscript{189} Operating conditions such as pressure, temperature and flow inside the gasifier need to be optimized to achieve the desired performance. Evaluation of optimal conditions is frequently carried out through experiments which are quite costly and time consuming.\textsuperscript{9}

The solution to this problem is partially provided by mathematical modelling, where models can be generated to evaluate a variety of conditions quickly and cheaply. This simulation work saves time and resources and imparts qualitative data for real-life scenarios, albeit not as precisely as the experimental work. Such models can be used to derive ideal conditions and permissible limits for gasifiers operating at elevated temperatures and pressures. Thus, they also enable the safety of the plant to be assessed before construction.\textsuperscript{349} It is also very helpful in testing various feedstocks and their behavior in different kinds of reactors without actually building them. Generally, the simulation of biomass gasification can be divided into 5 categories:

- Thermodynamic Equilibrium Models
- Kinetic Models
- Computational Fluid Dynamics Models (CFD)
- Artificial Neural Network Models (ANN)
- Tar Models

Thermodynamic models aid in deriving outlet gas characteristics for a specific set of conditions employing a specific gasifier. While generating a thermodynamic model, it is assumed that reacting species are left for an infinite amount of time.\textsuperscript{31} It reveals the thermodynamic boundaries which exist for the given set of parametric conditions. Practically, it has been found that while the results reflect the system potential, they can vary considerably from real-life scenarios, thus necessitating a more accurate approach.

Kinetic modelling partially transcends this limitation. It considers the kinetics of key reactions which occur inside the gasifier during biomass gasification, along with gasifier hydrodynamics.\textsuperscript{350} It takes into account the process of biomass gasification for a fixed time and determinate volume, thus, making it more exact than the previous modelling method. The disadvantage is that although great strides have been made in the last few decades, the kinetic pathways and reaction rate constants are still not perfectly understood.

CFD includes a variety of processes such as heat and mass transfer, flow transfer, temperature dissemination, and gas yield, etc., by employing the solutions of numerous mathematical equations.\textsuperscript{331} It is highly useful and can be quite accurate, though is complex.

ANN is a comparatively new approach which is analogous to machine learning. When data from experiments are fed to the model, it produces numerical results, learning by itself.\textsuperscript{352} Its drawbacks include the lack of analytical results and failure in the cases of limited data.

7.1 Thermodynamic modelling

Application of the first and second laws to reacting systems, together with species mass balances result in equilibrium models, where the concentrations of reacting species minimize Gibbs free energy. Researchers have employed thermodynamic
models to study gasification in BG.\textsuperscript{353–359} Antonopoulos \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{353} examined the impact of temperature inside the reactor and H\textsubscript{2}O content in the biomass (olive wood, miscanthus, and cardoon). They found that the reactor temperature was directly related to CO yield and inversely related to H\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2} fractions in gas. In addition, they observed that the lower heating value of the outlet gas was indirectly related to the reactor temperature. More H\textsubscript{2}O in the inlet was responsible for less net energy in the fuel, and as an additional energy was required to vaporize the H\textsubscript{2}O. Their simulation results were very close to the experimental data, reflecting the significance of thermodynamic modelling.

The impact of process variables, namely pressure, temperature and feedstock moisture, while employing agricultural wastes as biomass feedstock, were studied for biomass gasification by developing an equilibrium model.\textsuperscript{354} CH\textsubscript{4} percentage was found to be a function of increasing pressure inside the reactor. However, this model was not very accurate and miscalculated the H\textsubscript{2} and CH\textsubscript{4} yield. Babu \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{355} employed the reactivity of char in the reduction zone as the basis to construct an equilibrium model for a BG. They studied steady state configuration and temperature contours over the entire length of the reduction area of the reactor. They validated the modelling results with experiments and reported that the char reactivity factor changed exponentially through the length of reduction zone in a BG. This research suggested the incorporation of an exponentially-varying char reactivity factor when constructing thermodynamic models to obtain more precise predictions.

Sandeep and Dasappa\textsuperscript{360} investigated air and oxy-steam biomass gasification based on the first and second law of thermodynamics. The model was generated for oxy-steam gasification in an open-top fixed bed downdraft gasifier with variable ER and S/B. At S/B of 0.75 (molar basis), maximum exergy efficiency obtained was 85% with energy efficiency of 82%. Drops in these efficiencies were found on increasing S/B on account of enthalpy loss in steam generation coupled with physical exergy loss of steam (in the product gas). Furthermore, decreases in efficiencies were observed for air gasification due to the presence of N\textsubscript{2}. A carbon boundary point was observed at S/B of 1.5 and ER of 0.23. This study demonstrated that higher S/B is needed for high H\textsubscript{2} yield while lower S/B ensures an efficient process with high energy syngas.

Rokni and co-authors\textsuperscript{361} developed an equilibrium model for MSW gasification coupled with a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), which was combined with a Stirling engine to recover thermal energy of the off gases from SOFC cycles. The SOFC basically acted as a topping cycle for a Stirling engine. The whole system capacity was 120 kW, which acted as a de-centralized CHP plant. Equilibrium modelling was performed employing a 2-stage air-blown (autothermal) fixed bed reactor, using the Gibbs free energy minimization approach. The plant electrical efficiency varied from 43 to 48% as a function of MSW composition and plant design. The maximum plant efficiency was found to be 48% and CHP efficiency as 95%, at SOFC operating temperature of 690 \textdegree C, provided there was an unaltered fuel mass flow rate.

Vakalis \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{362} devised a novel approach called ‘Multi-box’ for thermodynamic modelling where they divided the whole reactor into multiple zones or boxes \textit{vis-à-vis} gasification stages. They evaluated solid–vapour equilibria in small-scale downdraft gasifiers. Gases and char compositions were obtained for different ERs (0.2–0.3) and the results were compared with conventional modelling approach results. CO, H\textsubscript{2}, CO\textsubscript{2}, CH\textsubscript{4} and char yields were closer to the real case scenario than what was found via conventional single-stage equilibrium modelling, reflecting the efficiency and accuracy of the technique.

Researchers have also applied thermodynamic models to study the influence of numerous parameters in the gas composition and yield when gasifying with a FBG\textsuperscript{363–369} and the unique gasifier.\textsuperscript{90,321,370–372} It is relatively easy to develop a thermodynamic model to forecast exit gas properties along with the maximum thermal efficiency. This approach can be made more accurate by utilizing empirical correlations deduced from experimental data.

The previously mentioned restrictions of equilibrium models can be alleviated by using kinetic modelling for gasification.\textsuperscript{373}

### 7.2 Kinetic modelling

Kinetic modelling considers reaction kinetics and hydrodynamics of the gasifier and is thus potentially more accurate in deducing exit gas yield and composition.\textsuperscript{350,374} Unlike thermodynamic models, kinetic models can be applied to low-temperature gasification. Although it is more intricate than equilibrium models and its intricacy increases with the complexity of gasifier design, it is a more precise mathematical approach. The Arrhenius eqn (26) reflects the kinetic parameters which are significant to the model. It also quantifies the dependency on temperature.\textsuperscript{9}

The laws of conservation of energy, mass and momentum are also included in the model.

\[
k = A \exp\left(-\frac{E_a}{RT}\right)
\]

where \(k\) is the reaction rate constant; \(A\) the pre-exponential factor; \(E_a\) the activation energy; \(R\) is universal gas constant; and \(T\) the absolute reaction temperature.

Researchers have developed kinetic models to study the parametric impact of various process variables on the gas composition and yield, using different feedstocks in different types of gasifiers.\textsuperscript{375–378} The reaction temperature and S/B were taken as parameters and a kinetic model was constructed by Inayat \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{376} using oil palm empty fruit bunch as the feedstock with steam as the gasifying media, coupled with \textit{in situ} CO\textsubscript{2} capture by CaO. The H\textsubscript{2} produced was directly proportional to both reaction temperature and S/B. However, the efficiency was reported to drop when increasing S/B beyond a point. In addition, this model also deduced that temperature was a more important process variable than S/B. A kinetic model was developed to study temperature and species concentration profiles in both steady and dynamic states using biochar as a feedstock in a downdraft solar packed bed gasifier.\textsuperscript{375} It was found that a downdraft gasifier coupled with solar power was a feasible design. H\textsubscript{2}-rich exit gas was generated from the concept with an efficiency of 55%. These predictions were in accordance with the experimental measurements.
Sreejith and co-authors\textsuperscript{379} generated a kinetic model employing air-steam as the gasifying medium and wood as the feedstock in a fluidized bed gasifier, to study the influence of CaO as sorbent for \textit{in situ} CO\textsubscript{2} capture. The lower heating value of the syngas was enhanced from 5.58 to 6.12 MJ Nm\textsuperscript{-3} when the sorbent-to-biomass ratio was increased from 0.75 to 1.5, at ER of 0.25 and S/B of 1. Moreover, they reported an increase of 14 to 16% in H\textsubscript{2} yield when sorbent was introduced in the system. The maximum H\textsubscript{2} yield was 53% in the syngas at ER of 0.25, S/B of 1.5, sorbent-to-biomass ratio of 2.7 and temperature of 727 °C. Furthermore, they proved that from an energy efficiency point of view, air-steam gasification is better than steam gasification.

Khonde \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{380} developed a single reaction model (SRM) and a distributed activation energy model (DAEM) for rice husk gasification in a 2-stage BG with variable temperatures (700–900 °C) and residence times (12–48 s). They correlated the experimental data and investigated the kinetics of individual gases and tar cracking. Increase in temperature and residence time resulted in H\textsubscript{2} rich syngas and maximum tar conversion of 91% was observed. They argued that N\textsubscript{2} and air are more influential for secondary gaseous products. In addition, they asserted that the DAEM is more appropriate than the SRM on account of its accuracy in correlating tar conversion activity over a diverse range of conditions.

The use of computational software packages (Mathematica, MATLAB, ASPEN PLUS, are examples of such) can be incredibly useful at saving time, money and resources when applied correctly. Models have previously been applied to predict potential issues with designs and have been utilized to test novel ideas before the purchasing of capital equipment.\textsuperscript{9}

7.3 Computational fluid dynamics modelling

CFD has emerged as a powerful and vital tool in modelling thermochemical reactors such as gasifiers. It is effective in deriving the optimum operating conditions and geometry, heat and mass transfer along with the yield to a reasonably good degree of accuracy, especially in FBGs, provided the reactor hydrodynamics are known.\textsuperscript{381} CFD models for BG necessitate sub-modelling of various stages such as vaporization, pyrolysis, char oxidation, etc., making it the most complicated modelling approach amongst the three discussed so far.\textsuperscript{382}

Some researchers have constructed CFD models to study different types of gasifiers taking diverse parameters.\textsuperscript{97,157,163} The cold gas efficiency, gas composition, conversion efficiency and temperature profile of a BG were investigated using wood as feedstock with the finite volume approach.\textsuperscript{387} Numerical simulation was performed on a high-resolution mesh which considered both solid and gaseous phases. Temperature profiles were deduced and matched with the experimental data along with the species density. The average temperature profile derived from the CFD model was higher than the experimental value while cold gas efficiency was lower than the ideal case. This variation was due to inability to capture the fine details of the highly complex phenomena taking place inside the gasifier. However, other gasifiers such as EFG, which have higher temperatures and less intricate gas–solid flow profiles can be modelled with greater precision.

Coute and co-authors\textsuperscript{384} developed a 2D CFD model based on the Eulerian–Eulerian approach to study the influence of O\textsubscript{2} rich air on BG employing coffee husks as feedstock. The kinetic theory of granular flow was used to analyze the characteristics of dispersed phase and gas phase behaviors. The impact of O\textsubscript{2} on operating temperature, S/B and syngas composition was also evaluated. It was reported that N\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2} molar fractions were enhanced with increasing O\textsubscript{2} content while CO\textsubscript{2} decreased. In addition, cold gas efficiency increased with increasing O\textsubscript{2} whereas it decreased with S/B. This study was found to be in good agreement with the experimental results.

Savuto \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{385} generated a CFD code to evaluate the behavior of catalytic filters situated inside the freeboard of the reactor and to analyze their performance in steam reforming of CH\textsubscript{4} and tar species. Parameters such as filtration velocity (70–110 m h\textsuperscript{-1}) and temperature (750–850 °C) were investigated, which have impact on the filters’ performance. It was observed that CH\textsubscript{4} and C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{6} conversion doubled whereas C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{4} and C\textsubscript{10}H\textsubscript{8} conversion were quadrupled, with a 100 °C rise in temperature. Furthermore, maximum conversion for tar and CH\textsubscript{4} was reported at maximum temperature (850 °C) and minimum filtration velocity (70 m h\textsuperscript{-1}). At these conditions, CH\textsubscript{4} conversion was 33% while C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{6}, C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{4} and C\textsubscript{10}H\textsubscript{8} conversions were 41%, 75% and 85% respectively.

The latest advancements in CFD modelling have paved new ways for the optimization of biomass gasification coupled with reactor design.\textsuperscript{351} The capability of CFD to infer gasifier performance under a broad range of process variables makes it a highly promising option.

7.4 Artificial neural network modelling

ANN is a relatively fresh approach for the modelling of complex processes. It is a tool which is already in use in different areas such as signal processing but its application in outcome predictions in BG is quite new. A significant advantage of ANNs is that they do not require the formulation of complex mathematical equations and they can learn and identify non-linear relations themselves.\textsuperscript{386} Thus, ANNs may be an interesting option to evaluate BG where complex non-linearities occur in the data-set.

Very few researchers have modelled biomass gasification using the ANN approach.\textsuperscript{352,387} A model was constructed to derive exit gas characteristics and heat content along with the temperature profile in a FBG.\textsuperscript{387} Predictions were very close to the experimental data. At a S/B of 2.53, the highest H\textsubscript{2} yield was reported to be 29.1% in experiments. The ANN predicted this value as 28.2%, reflecting the potential of ANN models to simulate complex gasification to significant precision.

Mikulandric \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{388} developed advanced control solutions centred on a ‘feedforward-feedback’ control strategy employing collected operational data from a 75 MW\textsubscript{th} fixed bed gasification plant operated by Technical University, Dresden. The influence of the control approach was evaluated by employing an ANN-based prediction model. It was reported that the
The introduction of advanced control systems for numerous process variables can increase process efficiency by 25% on account of alterations in air and fuel distribution on partial product gas generation loads. Furthermore, this approach decreased the price of energy. However, it requires large amounts of data in different regions of the operating space to produce a sufficiently large database for ANN training and model development.

7.5 Tar formation and destruction models

Tar models are classified as either single-compound models, lumped models or kinetic models. Single-compound models represent simple versions of biomass and they reflect how this biomass would react whereas lumped and kinetic models utilize heat and mass transfer information along with rate of reactions. Font-Palma et al. reported, via comprehensive experimental investigations, acetic acid and guaiacols as primary tar model compounds, phenols, cresols and toluene as secondary tar model compounds and naphthalene as tertiary tar species. Zhao et al. studied toluene and Ji et al. investigated phenol with a single-compound model and developed a thermodynamic model for tar formation. Benzene and naphthalene were the only HCs produced when toluene was chosen as the tar model and in the latter case, phenol cracking generated naphthalene and benzene followed by their decomposition to non-condensable gases and H2O. These simulation results are in close agreement with the experimental work done and, therefore, demonstrate the applicability of tar model compounds when attempting to understand tar destruction while minimizing time-consuming and expensive experiments.

To facilitate the simulation of bubbling FBG, many researchers conducted tar modelling using a lumped-model approach, while Abdelouahed et al. developed lumped models for dual FBG. Their simulation results were in agreement with the experimental investigations. Detailed kinetic models can be studied in the work done by many investigators. The single compound model approach using stable compounds like toluene, benzene and naphthalene or the lumped-model approach are considered the best for tar modelling, although these compounds appear as secondary and tertiary tars with no knowledge of kinetics of their development. Comprehensive kinetic models employ numerous species and, therefore, are considered to be very complex when simulating biomass inside a gasifier. A more feasible approach is to keep to a minimum the number of tar species while modelling tar development during gasification.

8. Socio-environmental analysis

The major motivation behind biomass gasification is to exploit a large variety of waste materials as feedstock, to increase resource efficiency and reduce adverse climate change. Although gasification is a key technology to utilize biomass waste, it poses many potential kinds of risks which have a significant impact on society and the environment. One of the main problems is the potential emissions of particulates (PM10 or PM2.5, dioxins, PAH), CO2 mitigation. Although gasification is a key technology to utilize biomass waste, it poses many potential kinds of risks which have a significant impact on society and the environment at large. One of the main problems is the potential emissions of particulates (PM10 or PM2.5, dioxins, PAH), CO, SOx, NOx and volatile organics. These pollutants can interact with humans through inhalation, ingestion and dermal contact and thus pose a grave threat to human health. A detailed analysis has been depicted in Table 9.

On the other hand, biomass combustion can also emit complex mixtures of particles (PM2.5), semi-volatile matter and gases. Particulate organic matter in PM2.5 ranges from alkanes, aromatic compounds to carboxylic acids. These have soluble organic emissions with high concentration of organic tracers (from lignin and cellulose combustion). These pollutants are carcinogenic in nature and can induce potentially fatal tumors. Their rates of discharge are very high when compared to efficient biomass gasification. Therefore, as far as harmful emissions are concerned, biomass gasification and even fossil fuel combustion are generally better than biomass combustion if the latter does not have pollution mitigation, especially SOx and NOx. Consequently, gasification is preferred for biomass utilization on account of very low emissions after an efficient gas clean-up and conditioning unit.

Gasification is a system which has an inherent risk for fire and explosion vulnerability, especially since the gasifiers operate at high temperature and pressure. This probability enhances significantly when H2 is the desired product. It is highly flammable and, therefore, necessitates a great amount of caution. Ash and tars are noteworthy elements which have potential for environmental contamination. The waste streams formed require a suitable disposal system to be implemented that meets all legislative guidelines. Techniques like low-temperature CFB which can produce ash with negligible PAH impurity pose little threat to the environment, meaning that this ash can also be used as a fertilizer.

The idea of gasifying biomass resources in remote or sparsely populated areas to provide heat and electricity is one that has received substantial attention over many years, albeit the progress has been slow. Currently, there are major rural gasification programs in countries as diverse as China such as crop straw-based projects like the Xiaoliujia project, projects in Jincheng City and elsewhere. India has also seen deployment in places such a Karnataka, where two 500 kW gasifiers have been built, along with Africa and elsewhere.

One of the successful projects employing a decentralized biomass gasification-based power generation system in an un-electrified Indian village called Hosahalli village in Karnataka province emphatically reflects the promising nature of gasification systems. Power derived from a biomass gasification system was employed for lighting, drinking water supply via pipes, irrigation water supply and flour milling. A 20 kW gasifier-engine generator system with all the accessories for fuel processing and electricity distribution was installed in 1988 and operated until 2004. It met all the electricity needs of the entire village. Cost of fuel and, operation and maintenance costs were calculated...
Table 9: Analysis of gasification pollutants and their effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of pollutant</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Effect on respiratory system</th>
<th>Effect on cardiovascular system</th>
<th>Congenital problems</th>
<th>Effect on digestive system</th>
<th>Congenital problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particulates</td>
<td>Size $&lt;2.1 \mu m$ is harmful; toxicity varies depending on chemical composition, $\mu g$</td>
<td>Lung inflammation, asthma, COPD, lung cancer, nasal irritation, eye irritation</td>
<td>Headache, fatigue, dizziness, angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, preterm birth</td>
<td>Preterm birth, low birth weight, motor and cognitive disabilities</td>
<td>Nausea, dizziness, liver failure, kidney failure</td>
<td>Preterm birth, low birth weight, motor and cognitive disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Incomplete combustion produces CO$_2$; atmospheric life span is 4–10 days</td>
<td></td>
<td>Asthma, COPD, bronchitis, lung inflammation, anemia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO$_x$</td>
<td>Oxides of nitrogen; life span is 1–2 months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_x$</td>
<td>Oxides of nitrogen; life span is 1–2 months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatile organics</td>
<td>Large range of chemicals which are easily evaporated at room temperature; toxicity varies on chemical composition, $mg$</td>
<td>Sleep disorders, fatigue, depression, motor and cognitive disabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Researchers including Luque et al. and Demirbas et al. have conducted extensive investigations on diverse aspects of biofuels. Synthetic biofuels like Bio-DME, Bio-H$_2$, hydrothermal upgraded (HTU) diesel, and linear chain HCs, etc., are prepared from gasification product gases by employing different processes. In the absence of contaminants such as particulates, tar and other toxic gases, they are considered cleaner. With a high cetane value, they can be used in IC engines (except Bio-DME) with advantages such as clean combustion, albeit with a requirement for engine modification. Production of bio-ethanol is also an interesting idea to help curb crude oil usage and environmental pollution. However, the technologies available for the majority of these biofuels are in their infancy with respect to production, storage and transportation. Moreover, production of these fuels is a costly affair on account of high installation and production costs.
and indirect from land use change, coupled with the adverse impact on biodiversity forms the main threat to wide-scale deployment of biomass growth for biofuel generation.\textsuperscript{428,429} Soil preservation issues and water utilization are other factors that militate against the use of biofuels.\textsuperscript{430,431} The main concerns related to societal impact should be land use change and fiscal sustainability along with proper administrative guidelines. On the other hand, the independent production of biofuel directly improves a country's energy security and their current and expected future energy mix. Biomass gasification also provides an opportunity to provide additional jobs in R&D, engineering and procurement.

9. Conclusions

Biomass is a significant non-conventional energy reserve. Its topographical independence and comparatively ample availability makes it a promising choice over other renewable sources such as solar, wind or hydroelectric storage. Bioenergy technologies such as gasification can utilize a variety of biomass types to produce useful products including electrical power and hydrogen. A deep understanding and knowledge of the process along with the alternative approaches to gasification are required for optimization and advancements in a cost-effective manner.

An in-depth survey throughout this paper has provided evidence about various biomass feedstocks and the applications of the potential gasification products. The impacts of different parameters on the properties and yields of the individual products have been discussed with the aim to aid optimization of future research and the process as a whole. Unique gasifier designs, including large-scale multi-stage gasification and smaller decentralized pyrolysis plants near the biomass source coupled with a centralized gasification unit are interesting and potentially economical ways to optimize biomass utilization. More novel technologies, such as plasma gasification and SCWG could be effective ways to make the most of toxic and wet biomass to generate power. Various poly-generation approaches to produce heat and power along with other products like syngas, \( \text{H}_2 \) fertilizer or biochar demonstrate the developments and opportunities in gasification.

Understanding of tar formation, and advancements in modelling have been mentioned to pave the way for future expansion in discovering and designing new catalysts, to make the gasification process cleaner and operate with a higher efficiency. Conventional modelling is being supplemented and in some cases replaced by CFD and ANN. Although gasification has some adverse social and environmental impacts, they can be minimized through appropriate technological and policy implementations.

This paper presents a positive case for biomass gasification as a promising, viable and economically beneficial technology. It has been shown that the process is not limited to a particular feedstock and specific product, but is flexible towards the treatment of biomass wastes that may be toxic or contaminated, for the generation of diversified usable products.
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